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ABSTRACT
The Water Wall – A Passive Solar Collection and Thermal
Storage Device for Supplementary Radiant Heating
by
Rhett Noseck
Alfredo Fernández-González, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Architecture
Director of the Natural Energies Advanced Technologies Lab

Through the implementation of passive solar building systems, suburbia could
take a fresh new step forward toward a progressively more sustainable direction. Making
passive solar strategies a priority, master planned community developments would see
opportunity to change the style and design of future suburban residences.
The focus and intention of this body of work is to research, design, fabricate, and
test a prototype of a passive solar heating device using water as the medium for thermal
storage. The size and shape of the design for the water wall device will be determined by
the currently built suburban environment; however, for testing purposes, some dimension
alterations will be made for fitting the device into the already existing UNLV test pods
located in the back yard of the School of Architecture.
Another aspect to this body of work includes a Las Vegas suburban tract home
solar access market study. By analyzing ten test case homes in the Las Vegas valley,
existing solar access patterns will be measured within the existing residential built
environment. These patterns should help to determine if there are legitimate
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opportunities for implementation of water wall installation to passively reduce energy
consumption of non-renewable resources.
The study concluded that opportunities exist on a fairly regular basis. Locations
of these opportunities were on the south facing walls of the second stories, walls on the
ground level if there is a one story neighboring home and some backyards facing south
with reasonable solar access. By knowing there are opportunities in the market place for
water wall installation, retrofits for currently built residences become an option. This
expands the market far past customizing a home specifically for this type of passive solar
strategy. It also creates more value with conducting an experiment that measures the
performance of this type of device, because the potential impact of its implementation
into the market place will increase along with a higher number of potential retrofit
scenarios. It is possible to make the built suburban environment more sustainable than it
already is with passive solar strategies.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION

The success of the future depends on the sustainability of the built world. From
personal speculation, focusing on the implementation of thermal massing as a passive
solar strategy, there is potential to spark a momentum of positive change toward a more
sustainable future. Further speculation suggests that if the United States changed its
design priorities toward mandatory passive solar master planning requirements,
opportunities for new industries would be born, along with a reduction in energy
consumption, global warming, and a the threat of extreme climatic change.
The purpose and focus of this thesis is to give insight into the problem and causes
of climate change, and to offer an idea that has potential to provide a small part of the
solution. Using a design-build process, a thermal massing solar collection device was
fabricated for thermal testing and data collection purposes. The goal of the experiment
was to calculate the energy saving benefit that the device may provide, and estimate its
worth as an economic strategy being beneficial for the building and construction industry.
With the data collection of the device’s performance and design cost information, a
comparison can be made. By adding the device’s energy saving benefits to the retrofit or
new construction startup cost, and comparing it to the current energy consumption of
natural gas heating systems within the suburban residential community, the benefits may
be quantified to prove its potential to gain traction as a product in the market place.
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The Water Wall
The materials used to construct the testing device were carbon steel, water and a
piece of glass. Part of the intended design was to keep cost as low as possible. The
design resembles a hybrid version of a trombe wall and a water wall. For the purposes of
this thesis, it will be called the “Water Wall”. The water wall was designed to fit into the
traditional stick frame wall assembly that is ubiquitous in suburban residential tract home
developments in the desert southwest. With a size and shape that will fit in between 16”
OC studs, the water wall can be installed as a retrofit or into new construction without
changing the current standard building system or construction process. It will operate by
being strategically positioned facing south to harness the winter sun path during the day
and collect solar radiation. The thermal collection will be stored in the water acting as
the thermal mass radiating heat into the building overnight. As the sun comes up the next
day, the process will start over again. It acts as a supplementary passive solar heating
strategy during the winter. When the sun is higher in the sky during the summer,
implementing a shading strategy will keep the water cool to help reverse the thermal
transfer and radiate heat out of the building acting as a passive cooling strategy.

Figure 1. Water Wall Device Installed into UNLV Test Pod
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Solar Access and the Marketplace
If the water wall works, will there be a place for it in the suburban community?
In order for the water wall to operate correctly and to its full potential, winter solar access
is necessary. More solar access equals better performance. Unfortunately, this is a
concern. In my opinion developers have master planned the suburban residential
communities without regard to the possibility of implementing passive solar strategies.
The homes are built so close to each other that the winter sun path is obstructed in many
circumstances. An investigation was conducted to analyze the solar access for 10
different suburban tract homes in Las Vegas. The solar access was measured and all
solar obstructions were noted through a photographic process. With the data gathered
from this investigation, it was determined that there are opportunities for passive solar
strategies; however there are not as many as there could be if there was more foresight
with master planning. The opportunities that do exist depend on the following factors
including: site orientation, building shape, floor plan, neighbor proximity, overhangs,
and landscaping. These factors were taken into consideration while gathering the solar
access data for potential water wall positioning. From this investigation, the amount of
potential solar collection was able to be calculated for each position. Even though many
of the potential positions could have had better solar access, the calculations will
determine whether or not the water wall could still have a beneficial performance in that
particular location.
For each of the ten test case homes, energy consumption information was
gathered for a minimum of one annual cycle. By theoretically adding the supplementary
heating benefit of the water wall and knowing the current cost and quantity of energy
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consumption for each of these existing buildings, the savings can be calculated and the
benefits may be given an actual worth. This will determine the success of using a passive
solar water wall as a supplementary heating strategy.
Further investigation into patterns of site and building orientation, floor plans,
neighbor proximity, and typical landscaping would have to be conducted to determine a
more specific quantity of available successful locations to retrofit a water wall into
existing suburban home locations across the Las Vegas valley.

Figure 2. Example Solar Access Reading for a Las Vegas Tract Home
South Wall and Monthly Solar Access Measurements.
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CHAPTER 2 - THE PROBLEM

Energy Consumption and Global Warming
Energy consumption has become a growing concern in American society and
across the planet. The global economy and technological development has created
energy consumption opportunities at an all-time high. America being gluttonous in
consumerism should be aware of its global footprint and how it is going to affect future
generations. If the majority of society could live their lives in a way that shows this type
of awareness, the pessimistic outlook on climatic change might not look so daunting.
Unfortunately, the position that consumerism has put our environment in, is threatening
the health and welfare of our future and our children’s future. Change can be made. The
previous statements are personal opinions that one may want to consider when making
purchasing decisions and life choices.
A proven fact with recent science states that the earth’s average temperature has
risen by 1.4°F over the past 100 years. Over the next 100 years, projections show the
potential for the temperature to raise anywhere from 2°F to 11.5°F. Global warming
refers to the recent and ongoing rise in global average temperature near the Earth’s
surface. This is caused by increasing quantities and concentrations of greenhouse gases
in the Earth’s atmosphere. Global warming represents only one aspect of climate change.
Climate change refers to any significant change in the measures of climate lasting for an
extended period of time. It includes major changes in temperature, precipitation, or wind
patterns that occur over several decades or longer. (United States Environmental
Protection Agency, 2013)
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Historical evidence has clearly shown a synonymous relationship between global
warming and climate change. Rising global temperatures have been accompanied by
changes in weather. Many places have seen changes in climate, resulting in more floods,
more droughts, more frequent heat waves, wildfires, and reductions in plant and animal
species and dying coral reefs. The planet’s glaciers and ice caps have experienced
intensive melt, and oceans have experienced significant rise along with an increase in its
acidic nature. (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
Interactivity Issues
Three interactivity principles appear to influence climate warming which are
synergy, threshold, and feedback. Synergy is a multiplier principle, where the combined
effect of two separate events accelerates the occurrence of a third event, which is
quantitatively or qualitatively different from the sum of the effects of the individual
events. This is referring to CO₂ carbon dioxide emissions and CH₄ methane emissions
both have a raising effect on temperature; however, when they are combined into the
same mixture the raising effect is intensified more than if the two separate results were
added together. Other harmful emissions also contribute to this phenomenon including
NOᵪ and CFC’s with the same effect. The harmful effects of the mixture of these
greenhouse gases would look like a straight line on a graph if they were by themselves,
but when mixed together the harmful effects will look like they are increasing at an
exponential rate. To reduce the warming effect, making reductions to one of the gases
will not make much difference until reductions are made to all of the contributors
simultaneously. (Samuels & Prasad, 1994)
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Threshold is an accumulator principle where adaptations to the strain of coping
with individually minor stresses until the point is reached, and breached, after which the
entire system can fail. (Samuels & Prasad, 1994) This is “the straw that broke the
camel’s back”. As compensation to the environment is made over and over by imposing
more and new regulations on emissions, humans tend to accrue a false sense of security.
The safety blanket is the government telling the public that the correct regulations have
been imposed, so go about your daily lives and everything will be fine. There is no
danger here. In reality, the government is continuing to put a Band-Aid on an injury that
is infected and won’t heal. Eventually the real problem that has been hidden under the
rug will hit its breaking point and spill over and cause a catastrophe. It is hard to say
where the point of no return is, but many believe that the Earth is getting extremely close
to a global warming tipping point that will melt all the polar ice caps, raise the oceans and
put most of the coastal lands where the majority of humans live under water. The
evidence is there; however acceleration over the tipping point has not quite happened yet.
Feedback is a reactive principle. It can act either as a catalyst, triggering a
reaction which increases the greenhouse effect (a positive feedback), or as an event which
counteracts the tendency (a negative feedback). With the interactions of land, oceans, ice
masses, clouds, plant and microbial communities with temperature change, the following
are examples of positive vs. negative feedback.
Positive Feedback is "an increase in temperature resulting in increased plant
respiration, intern resulting in increased CO₂ emissions, which lead to an increase in
temperature; or an increase in temperature resulting in ocean phytoplankton - a carbon
sink - absorbing less CO₂ , resulting in an increase in temperature. Ultraviolet radiation,
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increased as a result of ozone depletion, also destroys plankton, with similar positive
feedback consequences. An increase in temperature that led to melting of the tundra and
permafrost zones, would, similarly, allow the carbon in the soil to become active
(increasing CO₂ emissions), while simultaneously allowing soil bacteria to activate (thus
generating CH₄ emissions)." (Samuels & Prasad, 1994)
Negative Feedback is "a process that can diminish or even nullify a greenhouse
effect, or can act a camouflage event, giving the spurious impression that is well, while,
in reality, a system can be seriously out of kilter. Clouds are a classic example of a
negative feedback mechanism. An increase in temperature might lead to a higher rate of
evaporation, which in turn creates more cloud cover, with a consequent lowering of
temperature. This is still, however, and area of great uncertainty. Cirrus clouds seem to
have a warming effect, absorbing earth heat, while stratocumulus clouds tend to have a
cooling effect, scattering sun back to space." (Samuels & Prasad, 1994)
The balance of Earth’s ecosystem is so invisible and delicate that if action is not
taken now it might be too late once there is an actual solution. Nature’s biggest warning
happens to our coasts every year when the hurricanes roll in from the ocean and devastate
the coast with storm surge, dropping huge quantities of rain causing torrential flooding,
power outages, fires, and inland tornados. These are nature’s signs that there is a synergy
of manmade greenhouse gases causing positive greenhouse feedback that is getting closer
and closer to its threshold. Humans probably are not going to like what is on the other
side of the threshold.
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Hurricane Intensity
In the past decade, humans have experienced many natural disasters that are a
direct result of climate change. According to NOAA/AOML/Hurricane Research
Division in Miami, between 1851 and 2004, (273) hurricanes have struck a US coast line.
Quantities and intensities of hurricanes over the past decades can be seen in the graph
below. The gray oval in the graph below highlights the fact that hurricane intensity is
trending up. The increased number of more intense category 4 and 5 hurricanes during
the past 60 years proves that the Earth’s climate is changing along with the rise in
average atmospheric temperatures.
Only a 1.4 °F rise in atmospheric temperature during the past 100 years has
caused severely more intense storms with the intensity ramping upward toward the end of
the period. With projections stating that Earth has the potential to have anywhere from 2
°F to 11.5 °F rise in atmospheric temperature, the intensity of current hurricanes will be
no comparison to the intensity of future hurricanes.
In my opinion, since global warming is the cause of climate change, it would only
make sense to analyze the cause of global warming and take steps to reduce or reverse the
increased concentrations of greenhouse gases. With a proactive approach it is possible to
take action through utilizing better passive solar design resulting in more efficient
operating buildings, less energy consumption, less greenhouse gas emissions, cooling
atmospheric temperatures, less intensive climate change, and less disastrous hurricanes.
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Table 1. United State Hurricane Strikes by Decade
(Eric S. Blake, 2005)
Human Responsibility
“Over the past century, human activities have released large amounts of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. The majority of greenhouse
gases come from burning fossil fuels to produce energy, although deforestation, industrial
processes, and some agricultural practices also emit gases into the atmosphere.
Greenhouse gases act like a blanket around Earth, trapping energy in the atmosphere and
causing it to warm. This phenomenon is called the greenhouse effect and is natural and
necessary to support life on Earth. However, the buildup of greenhouse gases can change
Earth’s Climate and result in dangerous effects to human health and welfare and to
ecosystems.” (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
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2011 U.S. Emissions by Gas
Carbon dioxide (CO₂ ) – Fossil Fuel use is the primary source of CO₂ . The way
in which people use land is also an important source of CO₂ , especially when it involves
deforestation. Land can also remove CO₂ form the atmosphere through reforestation,
improvement of soils, and other activities. Methane (CH₄ ) – Agricultural activities,
waste management, and energy use all contribute to CH₄ emissions. Nitrous oxide
(N₂ O) - Agricultural activities, such as fertilizer use, is the primary source of N₂ O
emissions. Fluorinated gases (F-gases) – Industrial processes, refrigeration, and the use
of a variety of consumer products contribute to emissions of F-gases, which include
hydro-fluorocarbons (HFCs), per-fluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF₆ ).
(United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)

Table 2. U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 2011
(United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
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2011 U.S. Emissions by Economic Sector
Electricity production (33% of 2011 greenhouse gas emissions) - Electricity
production generates the largest share of greenhouse gas emissions. Over 70% of our
electricity comes from burning fossil fuels, mostly coal and natural gas. (United States
Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
Transportation (28% of 2011 greenhouse gas emissions) - Greenhouse gas
emissions from transportation primarily come from burning fossil fuel for our cars,
trucks, ships, trains, and planes. Over 90% of the fuel used for transportation is petroleum
based, which includes gasoline and diesel. (United States Environmental Protection
Agency, 2013)
Industry (20% of 2011 greenhouse gas emissions) - Greenhouse gas emissions
from industry primarily come from burning fossil fuels for energy as well as greenhouse
gas emissions from certain chemical reactions necessary to produce goods from raw
materials. (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
Commercial and Residential (11% of 2011 greenhouse gas emissions) Greenhouse gas emissions from businesses and homes arise primarily from fossil fuels
burned for heat, the use of certain products that contain greenhouse gases, and the
handling of waste. (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
Agriculture (8% of 2011 greenhouse gas emissions) - Greenhouse gas emissions
from agriculture come from livestock such as cows, agricultural soils, and rice
production. (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
Land Use and Forestry (offset of 14% of 2011 greenhouse gas emissions) - Land
areas can act as a sink (absorbing CO2 from the atmosphere) or a source of greenhouse
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gas emissions. In the United States, since 1990, managed forests and other lands have
absorbed more CO2 from the atmosphere than they emit. (United States Environmental
Protection Agency, 2013)

Table 3. Total U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Economic Sector in 2011
(United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
2008 Carbon Dioxide Emissions by Country
In 2008, the top carbon dioxide (CO2) emitters were China, the United States, the
European Union, India, the Russian Federation, Japan, and Canada. This data represents
CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion, as well as cement manufacturing and gas
flaring. Together, these sources represent a large proportion of total global
CO2 emissions. (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
Emissions and sinks related to changes in land use are not included in these
estimates. However, changes in land use can be important - global estimates indicate that
deforestation can account for 5 billion metric tons of CO2 emissions, or about 16% of
emissions from fossil fuel sources. Tropical deforestation in Africa, Asia, and South
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America are thought to be the largest contributors to emissions from land-use change
globally. In areas such as the United States and Europe; changes in land use associated
with human activities have the net effect of absorbing CO2, partially offsetting the
emissions from deforestation in other regions. (United States Environmental Protection
Agency, 2013)

Table 4. 2008 Carbon Dioxide Emissions by Country
(United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
Trends in Emissions and Energy Consumption
Global carbon emissions from fossil fuels have significantly increased since 1900.
Emissions increased by over 16 times between 1900 and 2008 and by about 1.5 times
between 1990 and 2008. (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
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Table 5. 1900 - 2008 U.S. Carbon Dioxide Emission Trend (Teragrams CO₂)
(United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2013)
By taking a snapshot of energy consumption during 2008, U.S. buildings consume
more than twice as much that both industry and transportation sectors consumption
combined.

Table 6. 2008 U.S. Energy Consumption by Sector
(Mazria, Testimony of: Mr. Edward Mazria Founder and Exective Director 2030, Inc. /
Architecture 2030, 2009)
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Buildings Consume More Energy than Any Other Sector
With so much attention given to transportation emissions, many people are
surprised to learn the fact that the Building Sector was responsible for nearly half
(48.7%) of U.S. CO2 emissions in 2010. By comparison, transportation accounted for
33.4% of CO2 emissions and industry just 19.9%. (Mazria, Testimony of: Mr. Edward
Mazria Founder and Exective Director 2030, Inc. / Architecture 2030, 2009)
By analyzing the breakdown of energy consumption with the graph below, it can
be argued that building operations are where the biggest chunk of the problem comes
from. If future sustainability is the goal, shouldn’t this be the area that gets the big ideas
and research to solve the problem? How a building operates depends on factors such as,
occupancy, orientation, insulation, weatherization, climate, efficiency of mechanical
systems, sustainable strategies, and how the occupants use the building.

Table 7. 2010 U.S. Energy Consumption by Sector
(Administration, 2011)
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According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the Building
Sector consumes nearly half (48.7%) of all energy produced in the United
States. Seventy-six percent (75.7%) of all the electricity produced in the U.S. is used just
to operate buildings. Globally, these percentages are even greater. (Administration, 2011)

Table 8. U.S. Electricity Consumption by Sector
(Administration, 2011)
Sector Consumption Differences
With the US energy consumption categorized into three major sectors that include
buildings, transportation, and industry, it can be seen that the US built environment
consumes far more energy than the other two sectors. In the past decade the
transportation sector has received a lot of public attention and pressure to reform its
master planning, design and technology to cater toward being part of the solution rather
than the problem. Within the transportation sector, the major auto manufactures have
taken steps to change their technology and offer products that travel further using less
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energy. Within government and politics, there has been a lot of effort to execute more
convenient and efficient public transit like rail systems, ferries, and buses in different
parts of the country. The building sector has not felt the same pressure from the public.
Considering the fact that buildings are a greater contributor to the problem than
transportation, it seems as if America has its priorities mixed up. (Osborne & Lawson,
2010)
The Lifecycle of a Car vs. a Building
The life cycle of a building is different than the lifecycle of a car. A building is a
permanent fixture that costs a lot of money to replace while a car depreciates quicker and
typically has a shorter lifecycle. A car can be considered a disposable product while a
building has far more cost associated with the end of its lifecycle. Once a car reaches the
end of its useful life, it is typically replaced by another car. Depending on an individual’s
financial situation and market pressure, it is possible that a car could be replaced by
public transportation or and more fuel efficient car. This turnover of product and
technology provides opportunity for quicker change in the transportation industry. Since
the turnover of the lifecycle of a building is far slower, the speed of advancement of
building technology suffers. If there was more awareness to the fact that building
operations contribute for more greenhouse gas than the transportation industry, maybe the
public would gain some momentum toward an attitude change in where our technological
priorities should be.
People need incentives to make choices that are more sustainable for our future.
For example, when the gas prices go so high that it starts to cut into the majority’s bottom
line, the public and media start to speak up and demand that something be done. Their
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incentive to buy a more fuel efficient car comes with more money in their wallet at the
end of the month. The car companies have proven this to be true by providing a more
sustainable product for a present public demand. The building industry needs to take this
example and create more efficient technologies that the public will demand.
Making Buildings More Sustainable Through Retrofitting
There are many possible solutions to make our buildings more sustainable. The
permanence of a building is not its only obstacle for making sustainable change. High
cost of technological development also possess a problem. It slows growth of building
technologies. In my opinion, one way to speed up technological growth is retrofitting
sustainable strategies into older buildings. This could give the public a preview of the
direction that building technologies could go in the future and help create awareness and
demand.
If a new technology is not cost effective to the consumer, it is likely that the
consumer is thinking more about their short-term gain rather than investing in the
sustainability of their future. Where is the incentive? In my opinion, the incentive needs
to come from awareness. Retrofitting sustainable strategies is just one example that
could contribute a solution. With retrofitting potentially being cost effective, faster
acceleration of technological development for the building industry could be achieved.
Aside from cost, people should just want to push retrofits and more efficient future
design for the greater good of society and the sustainability of the future; however, it is a
tall request to ask consumers to all be sustainably minded. If they were, it would be a
perfect world, and it would help the speed up progress toward the achieving the goals of
the 2030 Challenge.
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Sustainability of Urban Living vs. Unsustainable Suburban Living
If society is really going to make a difference, master planners and architects need
to strategize with politicians to set policy that requires developers to include particular
sustainable strategies into their massive sprawling developments. Just the idea of
“sprawling developments” is so incredibly unsustainable due to the lack of densities of
people. Communities with higher densities of people take on a more sustainable
personality by becoming more mixed use. By mingling residential with commercial
space, all of the necessities that a person might need during their daily lives have more
probability of being nearby. “Nearby” means walking will likely be the mode of
transportation rather than getting in the car. More regular walking equals consistent
exercise and healthier bodies. Healthier people just might help toward a solution to the
healthcare problem. High density mixed use neighborhoods have the potential to
generate solutions for many of society’s problems. Urban areas are a lot more
sustainable than sprawled out suburban areas simply due to differences in characteristics
that they inherit because of their densities of residents. (Moor & Rowland, 2006)
Automobile Designed Suburbia
The United States has master planned its cities around the automobile for the
majority of its history. There are asphalt parking lots everywhere. If anyone in suburbia
needs to go to the store to buy a gallon of milk, they need to get in their car to make the
purchase. Any business that wants to be fast and convenient for their patrons provides
them with a drive-thru, just so they do not have to get out of their car. People live with
several cars in their driveway and dedicated square footage inside their house to park
their car under a roof in the garage. Lack of density in residential communities greatly
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affects the way people live. Designing our residential communities around the
automobile has thinned the densities of people living in suburban residential
communities. Not only has the automobile sprawled suburbia out across the land,
developers have given no regard to the efficiency in operations resulting from spacing,
orientation, shape, and layout of these master planned communities. Yes, these
communities have been master planned, but they have not been master planned well.
Using passive solar strategies as a way to increase building operational efficiency have
rarely been considered in the planning of these massive developments. The obvious
considerations have been the developer’s bottom line and lack of policy to let them get
there. The repetitious quick “cookie cutter” master planned suburban design disregards
site layout and orientation. The construction process is cheapened with a “slap it up as
fast as possible” attitude which hurts the weatherization efficiency. Developer’s attitudes
hinder the building’s overall operational efficiency. This cost cutting attitude has been
replicated throughout suburbia and equals huge amounts of wasted energy and
unnecessary greenhouse gas emissions released into the Earth’s atmosphere. (Duany,
Plater-Zyberk, & Speck, 2000)
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CHAPTER 3 – POSING SOLUTIONS

The 2030 Challenge
Buildings are the major source of global demand for energy and materials that
produce by-product greenhouse gases (GHG). Slowing the growth rate of GHG emissions
and then reversing it is the key to addressing climate change and keeping global average
temperature below 2°C above pre-industrial levels. To accomplish this, Architecture
2030 issued The 2030 Challenge asking the global architecture and the building
community to adopt the following targets:


All new buildings, developments and major renovations shall be designed to meet
a fossil fuel, GHG-emitting, energy consumption performance standard of 60%
below the regional (or country) average/median for that building type.



At a minimum, an equal amount of existing building area shall be renovated
annually to meet a fossil fuel, GHG-emitting, energy consumption performance
standard of 60% of the regional (or country) average/median for that building
type.



The fossil fuel reduction standard for all new buildings and major renovations
shall be increased to:
 70% in 2015
 80% in 2020
 90% in 2025
 Carbon-neutral in 2030 (using no fossil fuel GHG emitting energy to
operate)
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Table 9. The 2030 Challenge
(2030, Architecture, 2010)
These targets may be accomplished by implementing innovative sustainable
design strategies, generating on-site renewable power and/or purchasing (20% maximum)
renewable energy.

Table 10. Meeting the 2030 Challenge
(2030, Architecture, 2010)
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The potential for coal-based energy consumption reductions highly depends on
the master planning of future development. By enforcing more sustainable planning
code, the goals of the 2030 Challenge will have more chance for success.

Table 11. The 2030 Challenge for Planning: Existing Buildings
(2030, Architecture, 2010)

Table 12. Potential Coal Energy Reductions by 2030
(P. Kharechaetal: Options for Near-Term Phaseout of CO2 Emissions from Coal Use in
the U.S., 2010, 2010)
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The Health of the Economy Tied to the Building Sector
The nation’s economy hinges on a healthy building sector. The building sector
touches nearly every industry (from steel, insulation, and caulking to mechanical and
electrical equipment, glass, wood, metals, tile, fabrics and paint) across all sectors of the
U.S. economy (from architecture, planning, design, engineering, banking, and
development to manufacturing, construction, wholesale, retail, and distribution).
Today, the Building Sector is in crisis. Foreclosures continue to rise and housing
starts plummet. As of June 2010, over two million construction workers have lost their
jobs. In the commercial real estate market, we have only just begun to feel the effects of
the $1.4 trillion commercial real estate meltdown underway.

Table 13. Building Sector Economic Inputs by Industry Type
(U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2010)
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Cash flow into the building sector has the potential to produce a positive
economic rebound by creating jobs. With the combination of sustainable policy
enforcement and building sector stimulus, the country will experience an unprecedented
opportunity of economic growth and greenhouse gas emission reductions.

Table 14. U.S. Building Sector Job Creation per $1 Billion of Spending
(Political Economy Research Institute, 2009)
US Building Stock
As of 2010, the total U.S. building stock is approximately 275 billion square feet.
During normal economic times, we tear down approximately 1.75 billion square feet of
buildings each year. Every year, we renovate approximately 5 billion square feet. Every
year, we build new approximately 5 billion square feet. Herein lays the hope. By the
year 2035, approximately three-quarters (75%) of the built environment will be either
new or renovated. This transformation over the next 25 years represents a historic
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opportunity for the architecture and building community to avoid dangerous climate
change.

Current
Building
Stock

Table 15. New and Renovated Construction by 2035
(U.S. Energy Information Administration, n.d.)
The Water Wall Hypothesis
The ultimate goal for this dissertation is to awaken an age old technology that
modern society has forgotten. This will be accomplished through the development of a
specific passive solar collection device using water as a thermal massing medium.
Existing residential communities offer some retrofit opportunities for the implementation
of passive solar collection. By retrofitting thermal massing into these opportunistic
locations, the public will begin to realize the savings potential by using passive solar
collection as an energy consumption strategy. Focusing future design of the built
environment around the foresight of solar collection opportunities, implementation of
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various collection strategies will gain traction in the market place. With the momentum
of a public mindset change, more demand will be created for this new industry to expand.
This type of demand will require developers to implement the necessary solar access to
buildings within their master planning of suburban residential communities. Once the
market place forces developers to come onboard with this idea, design of suburban
residential buildings will consider the opportunity to scale these solar collection devices
to a size that can heat an entire house throughout a cold season without (or minimally)
using an active system. This chain reaction would create future suburban communities
that would consume their heating energy through a free renewable source rather than the
current non-renewable environmentally damaging sources. On a massive scale, this
would make a huge stride in the efforts of the 2030 challenge.
By conducting an experiment with the prototype of the water wall solar collection
device, temperatures of the test pod will be compared to temperatures of a test pod that
contains a direct gain heating strategy (or a window receiving solar radiation). This
comparison will give insight into the benefits of an indirect gain thermal massing water
wall strategy over a window installed into the building envelope. Thermal data collected
from the test pods during the schedule of the experiment will be compared to the climatic
conditions and assumed to be “measured” or “physical” data that real physics produces.
At the same time a simulation model of the same water wall test pod will be created. The
end result of the simulation model should equal the data collected from the “measured” or
“physical” experiment. It is assumed that there will be error between the actual model
and the simulated model; however, minimizing that error is the objective. With a
minimized error factor, variables may change in the simulated model to determine the
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changes of any variable (scale of thermal massing, climate conditions, temperature, wind
speed, solar radiation, sky conditions, etc.)
This simulation should give insight and be able to answer the following question.
If a water wall is scaled to the right size, can it provide enough heat to satisfy the heating
load for a standard residential home in the south west for an entire heating season? The
belief is that it can, with the exception of some climatic extremes where an active system
would have to provide some assistance. The simulation will prove that a water wall
scaled to the right size will be able to become the primary source of heat for a suburban
residential home located in a place with the right climatic conditions.
Designing a Lifestyle of Sustainability
Architects and engineers design the built world that society lives in. If that built
world was designed in a way for society to be forced to live a greener lifestyle, people
would live their lives in a more sustainable way and not even realize it. By designing an
environment through anticipating the choices that people are required to make in order to
live their daily lives can force more sustainable choices. If someone lives in a
neighborhood where they are not able to park a car; therefore, they can’t own one, their
choices are to get some exercise and walk to work or take the public transport light rail to
their job. Either of those choices is more sustainable than driving a car to work. Simply
by living in a place where options of daily choices are more sustainable in comparison to
the alternative, it is possible to be sustainable and not even know it.
Higher density and mixed use residential neighborhoods are naturally more
sustainable living environments simply by definition. If a residential neighborhood is
higher density and mixed use, the residents can walk to purchase their necessities, public
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transit could be more accessible, walking to work could be an option, more common
walls would share energy usage, and the streetscape can provide a more social and
vibrant living environment. This provides environment for a more healthy and social
lifestyle than suburban seclusion where energy usage is much more individualistic;
therefore, more abundantly consumed and unsustainable.
Starting the Solution with the Biggest Part of the Problem
Rising CO₂ emissions are proof that Americans have created a living environment
that is unsustainable. This problem cannot be solved overnight, so where should the
solution start? Building operations account for 42% of the total US energy consumption.
That would make building operations the biggest part of the problem. Since suburbia is
not going anywhere, it would make sense to focus future development policy and
technological advancements into the built suburbia in order to make future suburbia more
efficient and retrofit current suburbia as cost effectively as possible. By changing policy
to force developers to follow more strict building orientation guidelines, future
developments would have more efficient shapes, orientation, and solar access. The
patterning of buildings in suburbia is an amazing sight when seen from the sky. This
massive layout of development covers an incredible amount of surface area. This is
proof that the sun path should be utilized more in the desert. There is an opportunity to
design our communities and orient them in a way to harness the sun path from every
angle to maximize the efficiency of our buildings though passive solar strategies.
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Table 16. Solar Energy that Falls on Each Square Foot in a Year by Surface
(Los Alamos National Laboratory, 2010)

If there was more opportunity for passive solar strategies, companies would have
more incentive to provide a product that takes more consideration in policy that requires
particular building shapes and orientations. There would be potential for new
technologies and maybe a new sustainable building envelope industry. By fully
harnessing the sun path while practicing as many passive solar strategies as possible, will
create huge amounts of efficiency. When it is replicated throughout all of suburbia, it
could make a dent in the 2030 Challenge.
Solar Radiation and the Solar Constant
The basis for successful passive solar strategy implementation is access to
solar radiation for collection. The thermonuclear fusions at the core of the sun release
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energy in the form of high-frequency electromagnetic radiation. The radiation traveling
through space is made up of radiation in different wave lengths. Although the sun
radiates energy in many wave lengths, it radiates proportionally more energy in certain
wavelengths. The Solar Constant, which defines the amount of radiation reaching the
outside of the earth’s atmosphere, is 429.2 Btu’s per square foot per hour. (Mazria, The
Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979) This is a good place
to start understanding the power of the sun’s radiation before other factors are added to
the penetration of solar radiation through the earth’s atmosphere and ultimately reaching
the earth’s surface where collection devices can collect and store its energy for later use.
Earth’s Atmosphere
Our buildings can capture heat the same way earth’s atmosphere retains and
releases radiant heat from the sun. The amount of radiation that is intercepted by earth’s
surface can be as much as 35% less than the Solar Constant due to reflectivity of clouds,
atmospheric dust, and surface conditions such as water, snow, and sand. (Mazria, The
Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Figure 3. Solar Radiation Related to the Earth's Atmosphere
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
Air Mass
Another factor that affects the amount of solar radiation intercepted by the earth’s
surface is the time of day. More radiation reaches the earth’s surface when there is less
atmosphere for the radiation to penetrate. This is related to the particulates or
atmospheric dust floating in the atmosphere. The amount of potential solar collection
would be determined by the location of collection and the time of day which determines
that location’s position relative to the sun. When the sun is directly overhead at noon,
solar radiation has the least amount of air mass to penetrate because the atmosphere is at
its thinnest. Right before the sunset, solar radiation has the most amount of air mass to
penetrate because the atmosphere is at its thickest. This is part of the reason why the sun
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can still be above the horizon and the temperature feels as if it is cooler than earlier in the
day.
In the atmosphere, clouds and dust scatter and reflect approximately a third of the
incoming energy, water vapor, carbon dioxide and ozone absorb another 10% to 15%.
This is why our CO₂ emissions levels are extremely concerning. If there are higher
levels of CO₂, there will be more solar radiation absorbed by the atmosphere and less by
the earth’s surface. This results in an atmospheric temperature rise. As it was explained
previously in “The Problem” chapter, temperature rise becomes the reason for the climate
change and the disastrous consequences from society’s wasteful energy consumption.

Figure 4. Air Mass Relative to Solar Position
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Earth’s Tilt Remains Constant.
Because of the earth’s 23.47 degree tilt and rotation, the amount of atmosphere
that solar radiation passes through will fluctuate with the time of day along with the
variation of the month of year. (Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded
Professional Edition, 1979) As the earth rotates to give day and night, it also revolves
around the sun which results in seasons. In the summer, for the northern hemisphere,
there is more solar exposure during the day and the sun appears to be higher in the sky.
In the winter, the sun appears to be low in the southern sky because the sun is giving
more solar exposure to the southern hemisphere where it is actually summer. Also, this is
the reason why there is more daylight in the summer and less day light in the winter.
This concept is important because the sun path is the basis for using passive solar
strategies to collect and store solar radiation. As long as there are no obstructions
between the solar collector and the sun, there will be more collection efficiency. As soon
as a shadow is cast on the collector, collection stops and the thermal transfer process
begins to work in reverse if the temperature differences calculate correctly. Many other
factors are involved with this calculation which will be discussed throughout “The
Strategy” chapter and “The Data & Analysis” chapter.
Solar collection in Las Vegas is desirable in the winter and undesirable in the
summer. Since the solar path changes between the seasons and remains constant within
the seasons, the angle of the sun can be predicted at all latitudes around the globe. This is
creates the opportunity to design shaded collectors in the summer and exposed collectors
during the winter.
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Figure 5. Earth's Solar Exposure Relative to Annual Rotation
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)

Figure 6. Hemisphere Solar Exposure Relative to Season
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Summer vs. Winter Sun Angles
In the northern hemisphere, summer sun angles come from high in the sky while
winter sun angles come from low in the southern sky. This creates the opportunity to
shade our building during the hot months and allow direct solar gain during the cold
months.
The shading system for the water wall device will be important for the summer
months. Many shading devices exist and would be options for shading the exterior of the
water wall. This would be a required supplementary system for year-round performance
from the water wall.

Figure 7. Summer vs. Winter Solar Angles
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Earth’s Surface and Solar Intensity
The angle at which the sun strikes a surface also contributes to the determination
of how much energy that surface receives. The more perpendicular the sun angle is to the
receiving surface, the higher intensity and more energy that surface is able to absorb. A
surface can be facing as much as 25 degrees away from perpendicular to the sun and still
intercept over 90% of the direct radiation. This is a positive aspect to this strategy.
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)

Table 17. Percentage of Radiation Striking a Surface at Given Incident Angles
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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It would be favorable for passive solar collection devices to remain stationary.
Having to move any device to particular angles during the day or year would add another
element of cost, schedule, maintenance, and possible inefficiency if any of those cannot
be met. Knowing that a stationary passive solar collector can have a surface as far as 25
degrees off the perpendicular angle to the sun and still absorb 90% of the radiation would
imply that giving up 10% of the collection might be a small price to pay when the
alternative factors are weighed in. In the case of the water wall used for this project, the
most cost effective way to produce and install the device would be on a vertical surface
facing-south. Furthering the design process for this device could offer some possibilities
to creating a device that gives better consideration to the seasonal sun path and its
perpendicular angles to the collection surface. This could be a beneficial investigation
that could enhance the performance of the water wall.
Reflection, Transmission and Absorption
When solar radiation strikes the surface of a material, the radiation can be
reflected, transmitted, and/or absorbed. The amount of action that happens between the
three options depends on the surface texture of the material. Color and transparency also
play a factor.
Surface Finish Refection
Rough textured surfaces will scatter radiation, while a highly polished surface,
like a mirror will reflect radiation in parallel rays. The angle at which the rays strike a
mirror will be equal to the angle of the reflected rays. The angle of incidence will equal
the angle of reflection. (Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional
Edition, 1979) Both of these scenarios do not perform as desirable options for the water
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wall device. Since collecting the radiation and storing it in the water is the goal, we want
a surface that absorbs it, not reflect or scatter it away. However, this concept could open
up some further performance enhancing design opportunities that could be investigated.
For example, a highly reflective surface providing the right angles could point extra
radiation at the collection surface enhancing the amount of energy collection possible.
During the times of year that collection is undesirable, a material that is heavily textured
could cover the collector to transfer the radiation away from it and keep the water cool.

Figure 8. Polished Surface Reflection vs. Matt Surface Reflection
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Color Perception
What is perceived as color is the result of visible radiation in certain wavelengths
being reflected from a surface, while all the other wave lengths are transmitted or
absorbed. Most of the radiation coming from the sun is concentrated near the visible
spectrum, so its reflectivity is related to color values. When a surface appears black, it
absorbs nearly all of the visible radiation that strikes it. When a surface appears white, it
reflects nearly all of the visible radiation that strikes it. A wall painted the color red will
reflect visible radiation in the red spectrum while absorbing all of the other colors.
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
The water wall device was painted black since the goal was to absorb all possible
solar radiation. Three different types of paint were used on different surfaces of the
device. The color for all three was black. The interior of the tank was coated with
rubberized paint called Professional Undercoat and Sound Eliminator made by Dupli
Color. This water and rust proofed the interior of the tank. The glass frame, holding
bracket and exterior of the tank with the exception of the solar collection surface was
painted with an oil based paint called Professional High Performance Protective Enamel
made by Rust-Oleum. The more in depth discussion for using these paints will be
covered in “The Design” and “The Fabrication” chapters; however, the paint applied to
the solar collection surface was specifically chosen for its absorptive properties.
The name of the paint selected for the solar collection surface was Solkote
Selective Solar Coating. It is made by Solec Solar Energy Corporation. It is an optical
coating specifically formulated for passive and regular solar thermal applications. (Solec,
1980) The purpose for using this paint was to coat the collection surface with a material
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that would intensify the absorption of the radiation into the metal of the tank and transmit
it into the water for storage. The paint has a very thin upper layer that consists of packed
pigment particles as the solar radiation absorbing layer. The particles are linked with a
small amount of binder. The thick layer of stacked aluminum flakes serves as the
infrared reflecting layer. These two layers work together by the outer layer absorbing
radiation and trapping the heat under the layer so it can bounce around the aluminum
flakes layer through reflectance. The aluminum flakes intensify the heat while it is
trapped under the outer coat until it is ultimately transmitted into the tank’s metal surface
and absorbed into the water for storage.

Figure 9. The Solar Color Perception
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Transmission Glazing Materials
By learning the hard way, tinted glass was the wrong choice for the type of
glazing to enhance the solar collection process. A clear piece of glass would perform
better for this application which, ultimately, was what was chosen. Approximately 85%
of solar radiation will pass through a clear piece of glass. Some radiation will be
absorbed and some will be reflected. If the glass was tinted, a lot less radiation would
pass through and a lot more would be absorbed by the actual glass. Because of this
phenomena, there would be no purpose for tinted glass to intensify solar collection.

Figure 10. Difference of Materials for Solar Intensification and Collection
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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The outside of the solar collection surface of the water wall consists of a 2 ½ inch
air gap with a ¼ inch thick piece of tempered glass. This is the first striking surface for
any intercepted solar radiation. Once 85% of the solar radiation transmits through the
glass it becomes trapped in the air space between the glass and the tank. With air gap
heating up energy is then absorbed by the Solkote painted metal collection surface and
transferred into the water for storage. The purpose for this solar collection assembly is to
work the solar radiation through several intensification processes so the water will have
the changed to store as much energy as possible.
Thermal Transfer
A material that is heated by solar radiation seeks to achieve equilibrium with its
surroundings through three basic heat transfer processes called convection, conduction,
and radiation. (Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition,
1979) In convection, heat is exchanged between a fluid (typically air) and a solid, with
motion of the fluid due to heating or cooling playing a critical role in the extent of heat
transfer. (Grondzik, Kwok, Stein, & Reynolds, 2010, p. 183) People experience this
every time the heater is turned on in the car and hot air movement transfers heat to skin
creating a warming effect.
In conduction, heat is transferred directly from molecule to molecule, within or
between materials, with proximity of molecules (material density) playing a critical role
in the extent of heat transfer. (Grondzik, Kwok, Stein, & Reynolds, 2010, p. 183)This is
why a chef uses a hot pad to pull the cookies out of the oven. With the hot pad being the
insulation material, the chef can feel heat transferring into his hand from the hot cookie
sheet, but not enough to burn him. The hot pad slows the thermal transfer down and
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gives him enough time to pull the cookies out of the oven and set them on the counter. If
he did not use the hot pad, direct contact between the chef’s hand and the cookie sheet
would result in a much more rapid transfer of heat into the skin on his hand resulting in
uncomfortable burns.
In radiation, heat flows via electromagnetic waves from hotter surfaces to
detached, colder surfaces across empty space and potentially great distances. (Grondzik,
Kwok, Stein, & Reynolds, 2010, p. 183) This is why passive solar strategies are
possible. The obvious example is the sun radiating heat to the earth. Another example of
radiant heat transfer is used by the water wall device built for this project. The device is
a solar collector, energy storage unit, and radiant heater all in one. The device was built
in a way that all three processes can be achieved and work simultaneously. Once the
thermal radiation is collected from the sun, the energy is stored in the water. When the
sun goes down and the temperature begins to drop, heat inside the building will seek to
achieve equilibrium by transferring through the building envelope to the exterior. With
the water wall device storing hot water, it will take longer for the interior of the building
to cool down because the water wall is slowly transferring or radiating heat from the
water to the air on the interior of the building. This will slow the cooling process of the
interior space of the building and produce an opportunity for less energy consumption.
The active system will not have to work as hard because the thermostat will read warmer
interior temperatures more often.
Common Walls vs. Exterior Walls
Apartment, condominium, and high-rise style living shares energy usage in
common areas. Energy used to heat and cool the private areas is also reduced due to
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common adjoining walls. Thermal transfer through a wall into another heated unit will
not happen if both those units have thermostats at the same temperature. Any time there
is a lack of thermal transfer, there will be energy savings. Thermal transfer through a
wall into the dark cold night outside will happen as fast and consistent as the R-value of
that wall allows until both temperatures become the same. R-value is the ability of a
material to resist the flow of heat. Higher the R-value equals slower thermal exchange.
On cold nights, a building with low R-values built into its envelope will have active
systems working harder and burning more energy than buildings with high R-values.
Even though code requires builders to insulate exterior walls and roofs, heat loss does not
stop there. The floor slab that the building sits on is typically connected directly to the
cold ground. No code requires builders to insulate their floor slab. It makes no sense to
insulate an entire house then let its largest surface area connection to the coldest
temperature not be insulated.
Walls typically have doors and windows where there are a lot of different material
connections. Exterior wall material connections (i.e. stucco to window, or brick to door)
provide opportunity for thermal transfer to occur due to the possibility of a reduction in
R-value in the connection or increased potential of thermal leaks.
Heat Storage
All solar-heating systems are based on storing solar energy within a material for a
period of time. Through solar radiation, this is accomplished by heating a material which
will store the heat until it is needed. This is the reason it is important to construct a
building out of a material that can store enough collected solar radiation during the day to
keep the envelope of the building warm during a cold winter night. (Mazria, The Passive
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Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979) The capacity of a material to
store thermal energy is called its specific heat. This is the amount of heat (measured in
Btu’s) one pound of a substance can hold when its temperature is raised one degree
Fahrenheit. The volumetric heat capacity of one cubic foot of a substance is simply its
specific heat multiplied by its density (number of pounds per cubic foot). (Mazria, The
Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979) By far, water has the
highest specific heat value. On the opposite side of the spectrum, steel has the lowest
specific heat value.

Table 18. Specific Heat and Heat Capacity of Various Materials
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Passive Solar Strategies
Passive systems collect and transport heat by a non-mechanical process. Passive
solar heating is when thermal energy flows in the system by natural means such as
radiation, conduction and natural convection. With a building collecting radiation from
the sun during the day, it becomes the system that stores the heat and releases it during
cooler hours, usually at night. There are no separate collectors, storage units or
mechanical elements. The passive system operates on energy available in its immediate
environment and the active system imports energy, such as electricity, to power the fans
and pumps which make the system work. (Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book Expanded Professional Edition, 1979) It is possible to add active systems to a passive
system to make them more efficient; however, active systems usually require energy
consumption from non-renewable resources.
Properly working passive solar heating systems require two elements, southfacing glass and thermal mass for heat absorption, storage and distribution. Most passive
systems fall under one of three categories. The categories of direct gain, indirect gain,
and isolated gain each show a relationship between the sun, heat storage and living space.
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
Direct Gain
Direct gain is when the actual living space is directly heated by sunlight. The
space becomes the solar collector, heat storage, and distribution system. The space must
include a method for absorbing and storing enough collected heat to distribute it
throughout a cold winter night. With abundant south-facing glass and enough thermal
mass for collection, the system will always be working to collect every bit of direct or
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diffuse energy that passes through the glass. This makes this system not only great for
sunny climates, but also cloudy climates with plenty of diffuse solar energy. (Mazria,
The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
Masonry and water are two of the best ways to store the collected radiation. Any
masonry surfaces exposed to direct sunlight or the space collecting the heat, will absorb
and store the energy for slower release overnight. The same principle works if a wall full
of water was set back in the room for direct exposure to the sunlight during the day.
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)

Figure 11. Masonry vs. Water Wall Direct Gain Systems
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Diffused sunlight may work effectively if the surface area is large enough;
however the performance might be less than its potential because the system will have
added filtration of solar radiation. The same space with direct sunlight will have higher
intensity throughout the collection process. Any south-facing glazing with thermal
massing behind it, can achieve this concept.

Figure 12. Diffused Sunlight Direct Gain System
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
Indirect Gain
The concept of indirect gain happens when the thermal mass is located between
the solar collector and the living space. The same requirements as a direct gain system
are necessary for an indirect gain system to work; however, the locations and proportions
of the system are different. South-facing glazing is required along with thermal massing
directly behind it more than 4 inches. This provides a small space for heat storage and
distribution. The direct gain system uses the entire living area the same way the indirect
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gain system used the 4 inch space. The indirect system allows for better control of the
thermal distribution during solar collection hours by venting the solar collection space.
The water wall device used for this project is an example of indirect gain. The
control pod having a window allowing sunlight to directly penetrate the interior of the
pod would be considered an example of direct gain. The water wall used for this project
did not include a venting system for the interior, but venting is will be used for the
device’s the cooling process. Vents will be open on the exterior side of the water wall to
create air flow inside the solar collection space. This should evacuate any warm air and
keep the space cool while it sits behind the required shade system during the hot months.
In theory, if the thermal massing is cool enough sitting in the shade, it should pull heat
out of the building and perform a cooling process.

Figure 13. Indirect Gain Masonry Thermal Storage System
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Using masonry as the medium for the thermal storage has structural, size and cost
advantages. This could be the cheapest way to achieve an indirect gain system that could
perform on a larger scale. As it was previously mentioned, the distribution of warm air
coming from the solar collector may have the opportunity to be vented into the living
space if heat is required during the day. At night these vents should be closed, because it
is assumed that the solar collection space would be filled with cooling air due to the fact
that no solar collection would be in progress. This is when the thermal mass takes over
and contributes to the heating load of the living space. If small fans were added to help
the circulation of the distribution system it would be considered a supplementary active
system. There might be a good argument to add fan assisted distribution, because energy
it takes to run a small fan would be minimal. Also, the return for adding a more efficient
convection process would result in a more uniform thermal comfort in the living space
which should reflect in the thermostat readings of the active system. Consuming a small
amount of energy with a fan has potential to save the active system from running as
much. This is where energy consumption is reduced and the overall sustainability of the
passive solar strategy is increased.

Figure 14. Indirect Gain Masonry Thermal Storage Wall
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Using water as the medium for thermal storage will be more expensive because
usually a custom system must be specifically built for the water storage tank. That
custom system must work around an already existing structural system or it must include
a structural system within its assembly. The advantage to using water is its specific heat
value. As it was mentioned in the “Characteristics of Thermal Transfer - Heat Storage”
section water has a much higher capacity to store thermal energy than masonry. This
means there could be room for better technologies applied to the solar collection portion
of the water wall system. If the heat collection system was more efficient there would be
more potential for better performance from the water as opposed to the masonry.

Figure 15. Indirect Gain Water Thermal Storage Wall
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)

Masonry and water are the more common materials used for thermal storage.
Indirect systems use walls and roofs as solar collection surfaces. A roof pond works the
same way as a water wall. The only difference is the orientation of the collection surface.
Roof ponds typically face up toward the sky, while a water wall would be angled 90
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degrees perpendicular to due south. This difference in orientation may make some small
differences, however both options will have plenty of opportunity to collect solar
radiation in a sunny climate as long as the solar access provides room for the sun path.

Figure 16. Indirect Gain Roof Pond Thermal Storage
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Direct Gain and Indirect Gain Combination
An attached greenhouse is a combination of the direct and indirect gain systems.
Besides “Greenhouse”, other names that have been used for solar collection space for this
system is a Sun Room or an Arizona Room. The sun room would receive the direct gain
and act at the solar collector while the thermal massing divides the sun room space from
the living space. The living room space receives the indirect heat gain through the
distribution system or radiant heat transfer from the thermal massing. The same
assumptions would apply for the different advantages between using water or masonry as
the thermal massing material. The distribution system would work the same as the
indirect gain system.

Figure 17. Direct and Indirect Gain Attached Greenhouse Combination System
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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Some extra advantages that a greenhouse space might contribute that the other
strategies would lack might include an opportunity for oxygenation and humidification of
interior air flow. With operable windows, the greenhouse space will produce a perfect
control environment for growing plants. Plants consume water and carbon dioxide while
oxygenating the air. This would be a fitting solution to achieving more thermal comfort
options while at the same time turning CO₂, which is contributing to climate change, into
oxygen.
Isolated Gain
Isolated gain gets its definition from the solar collection and the thermal storage
being isolated from the living spaces that would be consuming the energy collection.
This relationship allows the system to function independently of the building, with heat
drawn for the system only when needed. The advantage here provides even more thermal
comfort control for the distribution system than the indirect gain system provides. The
disadvantage is with the obstacles that need to be faced in order to transfer the energy
from the point of thermal isolation to the point of consumption. The transfer of the
energy between these points is called the natural convective loop. The major components
of this loop include the solar collector and the thermal storage tank. This system can use
either water the loop with a water tank acting as the thermal storage or air in the loop
with rock or masonry acting as the thermal storage. This is the type of system that is
commonly used to thermo-siphon hot water. This is one passive system that has gained
traction in the suburban residential market place, especially in Las Vegas. Many
suburban homes that have pools also have roofs with isolated gain systems. The solar
collectors are on the roof while the pool acts as the thermal storage. Unfortunately, in
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Las Vegas, most of the pools don’t have active heaters, so the passive system added to
the pool providing naturally heated water does not contribute too much to a reduction in
energy consumption. The only way it might contribute is if the loop was also connected
to a Jacuzzi that is connected to an active water heater. Salt Lake City has pools that
typically have heaters attached to them. Using this strategy as a supplementary heating
system might have more impact on sustainability there than in Las Vegas.

Figure 18. Isolated Gain Thermal Storage System
(Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
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CHAPTER 4 – MARKET RESEARCH

The Market Study
As it was explained in the introduction and the passive solar strategy section, solar
access is a top priority in order for effective operation of the water wall device. Most
suburban homes in the Las Vegas Valley are tract home developments that have been
designed and constructed by large development companies with, in my opinion, one goal
in mind… profit. The conclusion to the marketing study showed a supply of planned
developments in the market that consist of homes packed on to sites that are too small
and has very little solar access. By planning and constructing the houses as tight as
possible and speeding up the construction time, the development companies have realized
greater profit margins. When the dollar signs start flashing and competition is also a
factor, regard for future sustainability becomes unimportant.
The market is setup to promote unsustainable development. It is doubtful that the
private sector is going to choose sustainability over greater profits unless there is a huge
attitude swing in the masses. Bringing awareness to the public could help the efforts to
change attitudes, but this would likely be a more lengthy process to effective change than
the alternative. Developers will literally push their developments right to the edge of any
imposed regulations or until their profits are maxed out.
This marketing study lead to an idea that could be a quicker fix to achieving more
sustainable future developments. The government could impose solar access regulations
through more strict and thoughtful building codes for master planning, building layout,
and orientation. The sun is a giant ball of free energy that could be harnessed every day
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and released for consumption every night, but our developments have built in a way that
has refused to recognize the opportunity. If developers were forced to recognize the
opportunity, the fabric of our suburban communities would evolve into something
different. There would be potential for beneficial change to the aesthetic, economics,
socialization, health, and sustainability of the suburban residential development industry.
Instead, in my opinion, society has let American greed take precedents over the
sustainability of the future.
Considering the potential for better master planned communities and possible
patterned retrofit scenarios, the purpose for the water wall device performance
investigation is to develop a passive solar heating device that may act as a supplementary
heating element to any residential or commercial structure. It would work by placing this
device on a wall facing south on any building structure with optimal solar
access. Theoretically, it should collect enough solar radiation in a sunny climate to heat
up a water tank behind a glass surface and air gap during a winter day to heat up the
water enough to radiate heat into the house during nighttime hours. Preferable locations
for this device would include bedroom walls facing south that may need heat during
nighttime hours. East and west facing walls may have some potential for success;
however, south walls would be optimal.
This study did not include a review of floor plans, however is assumed that for
most two-story tract homes, bedrooms are located on the second level. Many of these
bedrooms have windows facing their neighbor's windows. When mirrored floor plans are
neighboring each other, it would be likely that second level bedroom windows provide
views directly into the neighbor's bedroom. Considering the lack of privacy that this
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issue creates, filling that window with a passive heating device could be a solution
for achieving energy consumption reduction along with establishing more privacy for the
resident. Further, if the passive heating device was designed with a translucent material,
opportunity for day lighting would not be lost. Further discussion regarding installation
locations and design options is included in the Water Wall Design section.
Solar Access for 10 Test Cases
An investigation was conducted to better understand potential opportunities for
optimal water wall locations that have solar access that is good enough to effectively
operate within the suburban community. Ten Las Vegas Suburban homes were chosen at
random to act as test cases of solar access readings on the east, west, and south wall. By
using the solar metric eye, pictures were taken of the sky recording solar access
throughout an annual cycle. Between two and five locations per wall on each one of the
test houses acted as location points to gather data.

Figure 19. Panoramic View of Solar Access Data Record Location (See Appendix A)
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During data collection, the most optimal locations were considered by scanning
the horizon for the best solar access during winter months. Locations beneath windows
and areas that would likely have less building systems contained within the wall between
the studs were given priority. This would avoid plumbing behind kitchen walls and
electrical behind mounted outlets. An infrared camera was used to scan the wall in the
areas in which the solar readings were taken. These images helped to determine the wall
assembly behind the stucco facing the desired solar access. Optimal locations simply
included studs and insulation for an easy retrofit for this type of device.

Figure 20. Example Infrared Images for Determining Optimal Water Wall Location

Along with gathering the solar access data for each of the ten houses, natural gas
consumption data was gathered and recorded from Southwest Gas Corporation bills
covering a full annual cycle or more. Compiling this information gives insight to the
different sized of heating loads that are produced during different times of the heating
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season. This information is used in the Data and Analysis chapter to analyze the potential
for a water wall to fulfill the required heating loads given the solar access locations for
these specific test cases.
Sun path data for each solar access location is shown in the Appendix A. Each
location shows a graph of percent of monthly solar access across the annual cycle. The
optimal scenario would show high percentages during the winter months and low
percentages during the summer months. An analytical description of each specific
location is also included. In many circumstances there was an opportunity to improve the
solar access through cutting back the landscaping for the heating season or providing
shading strategy for the cooling season. Planting deciduous trees outside the south walls
would be a great solution. The only drawback would be the time it takes for the tree to
grow. In other circumstances the lack of solar access could not be helped due to existing
neighboring structures casting shadows.
Each reading location had different circumstances; however some patterns began
to develop. Houses with backyards facing south had good solar access at the ground
level. The reoccurring obstacle with these cases was landscaping blocking solar access.
Houses with a south wall facing a neighboring house usually had poor solar access at the
ground level when both houses were two stories; however, if the reading location was
moved to the second level the solar access substantially improved and became a great
location for water wall installation. Houses with one story neighbors usually had good to
moderate solar access at the ground level on the south side.
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Figure 21. Solar Access Data Reading Annual Cycle (See Appendix A)

Considering the different circumstances like landscape and neighboring building
proximity, the east and west walls were similar to the south wall along with a 50%
reduction in solar access. The north walls were not considered due to the northern
hemisphere latitude. In the southern hemisphere it would be the opposite situation. It
was determined that south walls should be the primary consideration for water wall
locations. Overall, the market study determined that there are patterns of opportunity for
water wall installation that would be beneficial and cost effective for the suburban
market.
Summary of Marketing Study Data Results
The results from the data gathered conducting the marketing study have been
summarized in the two following tables. The first graph shows the size of each
residential building with that square footage divided by the number of occupants. This is
shown with the blue and red bars respectively. The green bars show the average daily
natural gas consumption by each building on the days heating was required. The brown
bars represent the number of potential locations where a water wall could be installed.
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Each one of the locations chosen may or may not have good solar access; however, the
data was recorded to find out what the potential could be for each location. The
directions labeled under the brown bars represent the direction that the backyard faces for
that particular home. The second table following the table with the three bar graphs show
the percent of solar access for each one of the potential water wall installation locations
chosen.

Table 19. Residential Home and Natural Gas Consumption Data Summary
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Table 20. Solar Access Data Summary

The summaries of data show results of potential patterns in the market place.
Homes with backyards facing north and south produced more potential locations for
water wall installation. They not only showed better solar access, but they also produced
a higher number of locations on the walls of the building for installation. The east and
west facing houses produced the worst solar access and the fewest number of installation
locations. One exception to all of the homes with a second story was, regardless of the
orientation, the south walls generally had good solar access on the wall at the second
story level. The other exception to the issue of orientation was Shawn’s house. This
house had a backyard facing east; however, the house was rectangular in shape and the
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long wall faced south. This house was also built in the 1970s when the lots were slightly
bigger, therefore, the neighboring home didn’t cast a shadow on its south facing wall.
This house also did the best with its daily natural gas consumption. It was chosen as the
model home within the marketing study.
Suburban Neighborhood Building Orientations
Appendix B offers a quick graphical analysis of building orientations of suburban
residential master planned communities in both Las Vegas, NV and Denver, CO. Five
neighborhoods were chosen at random and aerial screenshots were taken to view building
orientation patterns. Depending on the geographic layout of land characteristics, the
master planning resembled to different types of patterns. In the neighborhoods with flat
land with no significant contours, the patterns were more grid like. These neighborhoods
did not contain streets with curves, but did contain mostly streets with 90° intersections.
This mostly gave the building lots opportunity to orient their houses facing north, south,
east, and west. Neighborhoods with significant contours were more likely to have streets
that may follow more random patterns. Curved streets and random street orientations
were more likely in the neighborhoods with hills. Because of this, building lot
orientations were also more random. The houses in these neighborhoods had orientations
facing all directions.
When looking at the aerial screenshots, colors were dedicated to houses that had
orientations of a specific direction. Green represented homes that have orientations with
driveways and backyards facing either north or south. Red overlay represented homes
that have orientations with backyards facing either east or west. Blue overlay represented
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homes that have more significant angled orientations to the southwest, southeast,
northwest, or northeast.
Of the five communities chosen, two were located in Las Vegas, NV. These
communities were called Mountains Edge and Anthem. The geographically flat
Mountain’s Edge community contained approximately a 50⁄50 split of north south
(green) and east west (red) orientations. The Las Vegas communities did not seem to
have the problem of landscaping being a problem for solar access as much as the Denver
communities. This was observed from Google Earth’s street view.

Figure 22. Mountains Edge Building Lot Orientations (See Appendix B)
(Google Earth, 2013)
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In the Las Vegas, NV Anthem master planned community, more significant
contours were observed. This community appeared to have a 1⁄3 split of north south,
east west, and significantly angled orientations.

Figure 23. Anthem Building Lot Orientations (See Appendix B)
(Google Earth, 2013)

The other neighborhoods chosen for this building orientation analysis were
located in Denver. Denver was chosen for the reason that it is a city that receives a lot of
solar radiation but still has cold days during the winter. The graphics for the Denver
analysis may be seen in Appendix B. The Stapleton community had streets with a north
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south east west grid pattern. This community was much like the Mountains Edge
community in Las Vegas. It had a 50⁄50 split of north south and east west building
orientations. Highlands Ranch community had a 100% angled orientation while the last
community, which was assumed to be an older community because it was in the heart of
the Denver city limits, was predominantly orientated east west.
In conclusion to this orientation analysis, it was determined that specific master
plans took fairly specific patterns, however, the patterns were not shared between the
different master plans. Lot sizes appeared to be smaller in Las Vegas than they were in
Denver, however the landscaping was more mature in Denver than it was in Las Vegas.
Both issues result in less solar access to the buildings, however the issue in Las Vegas is
permanent while the issue in Denver can potentially by cured. Overall, due to the
random nature of the results, it appeared that all of these master planned communities
were developed in ways that did not consider orientation and solar access to be an
important issue during the design stage of development.
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CHAPTER 5 – DEVICE DESIGN AND BUILD

Water Wall Design
The water wall that was fabricated for the experiment was put through a design
process that brought up many questions. Can enough thermal massing fit in the wall
space that is typically provided by a standard residential stick frame and stucco building
system to heat an entire home?
The idea was to design a system that harnesses the advantages of the specific heat
or heat capacity of water with a trombe wall solar collection strategy. By substituting the
masonry with water and adding a solar collector to the tank holding the water, a
combination of the two systems creates an opportunity for premade modular devices that
could fit into a typical stick frame and stucco building system. Trombe walls are more
common than water walls, because the masonry construction of a trombe wall is going to
be less expensive than the fabrication and installation of a water wall. Cost has been a
concern, because the construction industry would have to find the device economical in
order for this type of device to gain traction on the market. Further investigation would
need to be dedicated to a more specific cost analysis for a collection of water wall
designs; however, a honed process and production on mass scale could have the potential
to make this a product that is competitive to other building systems.
A modular device would be premade before it arrives at a construction
site, which would make the installation process extremely easy for a new construction.
Retrofits would require slightly more work with the necessity for wall demolition to
create the void for install. To achieve enough thermal massing to handle the entire
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heating load for the length of the heating season, the design would need to reflect
predicted solar access and enough thermal massing sized and proportioned good enough
to carry the heating load and not overheat during the cooling season.
Water would also provide opportunity for mobilization of building systems.
Premade systems could act as popup structures that get filled with water while they
operate. When ready to move the structure to a new location, they are drained,
disassembled, and completely mobile to the new location where they could be
reassembled and filled with water again. This could create new opportunities for mobile
emergency housing and military applications along with renovating the suburban building
system. By using water as the medium for the thermal massing, there may be future
opportunity for implementing technologies for cooling or refrigeration for the cooling
season. Data and research for cooling would require further investigation.
The design of the water wall’s shape and structure was bound by the traditional
drywall, stick frame with studs 16 inches on center, and stucco wall assembly. Keeping
the stud frame, and replacing the drywall and stucco with the water wall leaves room to
scale the water wall lengthwise. The size and shape of the water wall fabricated for the
experiment was determined by the shape of the frame of the window that was demolished
on the south face of the test pod to make room for the water wall. A longer and narrower
version of what was fabricated would likely be the shape that is best for mass production.
A more refined version of the tank and hardware assembly would also be necessary,
because experimental water wall was over engineered and made by hand. The production
water wall would use less material creating lighter weight and less cost.
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Further analysis would be necessary for structural implications at larger scales.
Seismic activity is a concern for greater amounts of replication on second levels of
suburban homes. Testing would be necessary to know the structural reaction during a
seismic event of large amounts of water weight on the second level of the building
system. We would need to know, how much load added to the typical building system is
too much? The possibility of using baffles in the tank might be enough so the water
would act compartmentalized rather than moving as one solid mass during a seismic
event. Being able to use a water wall on the second level would substantially increase the
potential locations for installation across the market. The second levels of many
suburban homes have substantially better solar access. Bedrooms are also typically
located upstairs which is where the living space is being used during the hours that need
heat. This could be an effective way to better adjust the thermostat even if the size of the
water wall was not able to cover the entire heating load. The space that is occupied
would be getting the heat while the rest of the house is set to be cooler. The water wall
would simulate a radiant space heater.
Using water as the thermal massing medium has its advantages; however, a
disadvantage is the public stigma of filling a structure with water. There is an added
element of potential flooding or water damage to personal property if the water wall was
to fail or leak. This stigma could be proven to be wrong through more refined designs
and prototype testing. Other options could also help to insure better safety from failure.
If bladders or plastic bags were used inside the tank to hold the water, there would be a
backup for any potential failure.
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Metal is not the only option for a material that could be used for the fabrication of
the tank. Other materials that could be potential options could include a plastic molded
tank or fiberglass tank with a metal frame attached to the solar collector. By changing
the material of the tank introduces potential daylighting options. If the material that the
tank was constructed of was transparent, light would be allowed to pass through the wall
during the day while at night that same wall would act as the radiant heater. Further cost
analysis would be necessary for material changes to the tank.
In many cases with suburban tract homes, two neighboring houses are built with
the same floor plan mirroring each other. In this circumstance there are usually windows
that are looking directly into the neighbor’s house. Because of the lack of privacy the
window shades are usually closed which reduces the amount of daylighting. At night that
window acts as a source for heat to more easily transmit out of the house. The whole
purpose for having that window is completely defeated due to poor master planning.
Since this has been replicated over and over throughout suburbia, it can be used as an
opportunity for inserting water walls into the spaces that have already been framed for a
window. This increases privacy and daylighting while at the same time acting as a
passive heater at night rather than a source for heat loss.
By repurposing the window opening for a water wall, all of the necessary internal
framing is already built into the structure of the stick frame. With this scenario, the size
and shape of the water wall would have to change to match the size and shape of the
window frame. This is precisely how the size and shape was determined for the
experimental water wall that was fabricated for the test pod. Further market study would
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have to be conducted to realize patterns in suburban housing orientation, floor plan
layout, and typical window shapes and sizes.
Investigation into the idea of making the water wall transparent could lead to
interesting results and other new ideas. For example, illumination is another element of
design that could be added to enhance the aesthetic if a transparent water tank was an
option. A passive solar heater does not have to be ugly. There are opportunities for great
design that could fit well into a modern aesthetic.
The design of the water wall that was fabricated for the experiment considers the
necessity for quick installation. It is made of three main parts that lock into any stud
framing system with studs 16 inches on center. The tank holding the water would be
inserted into the framing system from the interior while a bracket, also acting as the
frame for the solar collector, is bolted to the tank. The assembly sandwiches the 2 x 4s
and gets fastened with wood screws to the studs. The exterior bracket also attaches to the
frame for the glass. This piece closes the solar collector and blocks access to the drain
and fill hardware. Vents on the top and bottom are still operable of the solar collector is
closed. Further design efforts could help better connections for glass removal
convenience. This would help the ability to check water levels on a regular basis if
necessary.
The following pages provide a parts list, plans, and perspectives for the water wall
that was fabricated for the experiment. The parts list provides dimensions for each piece
of metal cut for fabrication, hardware, and glass assembly. These dimensions reflect the
size built for the test pod, not the production design.
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Figure 24. Water Walls and Test Pod Perspectives (See Appendix D)
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Figure 25. Water Wall and Test Pod Exploded Axon and Plan (See Appendix D)
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Table 21. Test Pod Water Wall Device Parts List and Dimensions (See Appendix D)
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Full Scale Section Model
The decision to build a full scale section model was made in order to learn the
metal fabrication process for the first time. Two accomplishments were made from this
decision. Fabrication of the section model was the first experience with welding two
pieces of metal together. The first accomplishment was practicing the welding process.
There was anticipation for a solid amount of trial and error during the learning process.
This was the case and the practice was helpful for the fabrication of the actual device.
The second accomplishment was to physically visualize the assembly of the water wall
design and gain the ability to make the necessary design changes before efforts were
dedicated to fabricating the actual device used for the solar collection testing.
The water wall device that was installed into the test pods was not designed with
the ultimate dimensions of a water wall that would be designed for mass production;
however, the full scale section model represents a device that would fit into the standard
16 inch on center stud frame system that is commonly used in suburban residential
development. The reason that the testing device was not built to this dimension was
because of the design and construction of UNLV’s pre-existing test pods. The window in
each pod measured approximately 2 ft. x 2 ft. It was decided that this would be a
manageable dimension to design and build the device. A device designed and built for
mass production would likely take more lengthy proportions and could be scaled to offer
more solar collection. Replicating the device consecutively in between many studs was
also a design intention as well. The full scale section model shows how this can be
accomplished with wall studs acting as the structure between replicated devices.
Gathered data and complete calculations should explain the thermal massing benefit
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potential of scaling the water wall to larger sizes or replicating units together. Further
investigation into this idea will be covered in “The Data & Analysis” chapter.

Figure 26. Full Scale Water Wall Device Section Model
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Fabrication
Welding became the cornerstone of the process of fabricating the water wall
device. Aside from welding, other parts of the fabrication process include metal shaping,
cutting, bending, grinding, brushing, clamping, drilling, hardware fitting, priming, and
painting. Safety throughout the process was a priority as welding and grinding involves
high temperatures, abrasive loud fast moving tools, and airborne particulates. This
equipment included a welding mask, safety glasses, hearing protection, a respirator,
gloves, an apron, a grinding blanket and ventilation. Fabrication tools used included a
mig welder, an arc welder, and grinders with various types of grinding, cutting, and
brushing wheels, a vice, clamps, a drill press, a hand drill, magnets, and measuring tools.
The last major element of the fabrication process was the material. Materials used
to construct the device included carbon steel, one piece of tempered glass, JB Weld, a
rubberized coating for the tank’s interior, oil based acrylic paint for the tank’s exterior, a
thermal activation paint for the solar collection side of the tank that faces the sun, and
stainless steel and brass hardware. Carbon steel was purchased from Curtis Steel, a local
Las Vegas steel dealer. The tempered glass was purchased as a custom cut and shape
from a local Las Vegas glass dealer. All of the hardware, installation extras, and paint
were purchased from Home Depot, with the exception of the thermal activation paint. As
it was mentioned in the “Color Perception” section of “The Strategy” chapter, the thermal
activation paint was called Solkote Selective Solar Coating and special ordered from a
company called Solec Solar Energy Corporation. This company was extremely helpful
and expressed plenty of interest making sure the process of applying the paint was
completed correctly in order to achieve the best performance. If layer of their paint
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applied too thick it has the potential to hinder the thermal activation process. Using an
atomizing spray gun with a compressor was a requirement to do it correctly. The paint
was applied to the solar collection surface of the water wall device per their
recommendation.
The carbon steel used to fabricate the body of the water tank started as a 4 ft. x 8
ft. sheet of 16 gauge sheet metal. The structure welded to the tank started as 20 ft. long
strips of ½ inch and ¾ inch square tube steel and ¾ inch x 1 ¼ inch rectangle tube steel.
The exterior brace was fabricated from 12 gauge angle iron and plate steel, a
considerably thicker gauge than the sheet metal used for the tank. The glass frame was
fabricated from ½ inch tube steel with a slot cut out for the glass to slide into the frame
assembly. Three of the four sides were welded together, while the top bar to the frame
was kept removable. This allows removal of the glass and access to the solar collection
space after the water wall is installed into the wall assembly. Access to this space is
necessary to fill and drain the water tank.
Water leaks in the tank were a concern during the fabrication process. It was
imperative that no water leaks out of the tank. Loss of thermal mass would defeat the
purpose of solar collection because eventually the tank would be empty and there would
be no material in which to store the energy. Also any leaks would cause moisture to be
introduced into the pod and create an environment for mold to grow. After the first pass
with the welder, the tank’s welded seams were full of holes and it leaked 12 ½ gallons of
water in a matter of several minutes. With several more passes with the welder, the
leaking was able to be reduced to small pin holes but not completely stopped. This
problem was solved by coating the seams with JB Weld composite. The tank fully held
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water for 3 days with this composite application. With the water tightness test, the rust
problem was officially discovered. It was anticipated that this would be a problem. The
solution for this was the application of two coats of Professional Undercoat and Sound
Eliminator made by Dupli Color. This is a thick rubberized paint that is commonly used
for the underside of the metal surfaces on the body of an automobile. This material is
able to endure a harsh wet environment and protect from rust. It has worked as a solution
to the rust problem. Rust on the exterior was also a concern. This was solved with an oil
based acrylic paint made by Rust-o-lium which is the same type of paint that a wrought
iron fence would be coated with.
Once the water wall device was completed and passed the test for water leaks. It
was time to install the device into the UNLV passive solar thermal test pod. The UNLV
test pods were originally constructed with green roofs to test the performance of
variations green roof envelopes. All of the pods have dimensions of 4 ft. x 4 ft. x 8 ft.
tall. The foundation of the pods is a concrete slab approximately 3 inches thick. The
wall envelope is typical stick frame, drywall, and stucco construction. Two of the pods
were used for this experiment. Both pods have a 2 ft. x 2 ft. sliding double paned
windows; however, the water wall pod had demolition completed of the window so the
water wall device would be installed in its place. The window on the control pod
remained in place and acted as the entry for the direct solar gain. The two pod’s roofs
were specifically renovated for this experiment to simulate a typical attic space, and to
make sure the R-value of both test pods was identical. They were also renovated to
create access to the interior of the pods during the testing period for any unforeseen
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issues. A folded rubber membrane weighted by cinder blocks covered the roof assembly
to keep weather out of the pod’s interiors.

Figure 27. Water Wall Device Fabrication (See Appendix D)

Passive Solar Test Pods
In the backyard of the UNLV School of Architecture (SoA), eight test pods were
pre-existing from past school experiments. These pods were specifically built to gather
performance data for variations of building envelope assemblies with green roof
applications. The weather station in the foreground of the picture of the SoA backyard is
recording weather data at all times. The data gathered from this station will be used to
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determine temperature, precipitation, wind, and the percent of solar radiation striking the
earth’s surface at this location. This data will be used for the water wall device
performance calculations.
All eight of the test pods were designed and constructed with the same
dimensions; approximately a 4 ft. x 4 ft. foot print, and 8 ft. tall to the top of the parapet.
These pods do not have 100% solar access, so the water wall’s full potential will be
calculated rather than actually recorded. A CMU wall approximately 12 ft. tall stands to
the east of the pods while the architecture building approximately 25 ft. tall stands to the
west and south west of the building. The roof pond testing equipment south of the pods
is far enough away that any shadows cast will not affect any solar collection for the water
wall. The walls to the east, southwest, and west will reduce a percentage of solar access
that will be factored into the calculations.
Two pods were used for the experiment. The pod further to the southeast had the
water wall device retrofitted into the space the window provided once it was removed.
This was the experimental test pod that was gathering performance data of the water wall.
Throughout the experiment this pod was referred to as the “Water Wall pod” or “WW
pod”. That data was compared to the data gathered from the second pod tested, which
was the pod to the north of the water wall pod. This pod was referred to as the “Direct
Gain Pod” or “DG pod”. Since the WW pod stood directly to the south of the DG pod, a
shadow was cast on the window portion of the DG pod in the middle of the day. This
affected the amount of solar access the DG pod received and is reflected in the data from
the thermal graphs. Further calculations in “The Data & Analysis” chapter will
compensate for the difference in solar access between the two pods.
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Test Pod Renovation and Water Wall Device Installation
The floor and wall assemblies of both the pods were identical before the retrofit
and experiment were conducted; however, the roofs were different. Previous to this
experiment, the only access to the interior of the pod was through the window on the
south wall. It was important to provide access to the interior of the WW pod during the
experiment in case any testing equipment malfunctioned and needed to be replaced, or if
new variables were decided to be introduced to the data gathering process of the
experiment. Since the water wall device was going to plug the only interior access point
of that pod, new access had to be retrofitted into the pod. Constructing a roof hatch into
the top of the pod served as the best solution and gave the opportunity to simulate an attic
space. It also enabled a visual of the internal construction of the pods to verify the Rvalue of the wall assembly. Retrofitting a roof hatch for the DG pod was not necessary
for interior access, but was necessary to keep the same R-value as the WW pod and to
simulate the same type of attic space. Identical roof retrofits were completed on both
pods. The new roof hatch assembly can be seen in the exploded axon and section plans.
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Figure 28. Test Pod Renovation for Water Wall Testing (See Appendix D)
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HOBO Setup, Thermistor Calibration, and Data Collection
The purpose of the water wall experiment was to record temperatures of different
elements of the DG and WW pods along with elements of the solar collectors in both
pods. The equipment used to gather temperatures included four Outdoor/Industrial 4Channel External HOBOs in tandem with software called Box Car Pro version 4.3. The
HOBO is a battery run device that collects and downloads temperature readings on
specified time intervals. Each channel is connected to a thermistor which reads the
temperature of the surface that it is touching.
Before the HOBOs were installed into the pods, they were tested and calibrated.
Each of the four HOBOs were connected to their thermistors and plugged into a premade
box of rigid insulation. The globes, used for recording ambient temperature were
hanging inside the box. This was considered to be a controlled environment with
temperatures for each thermistor to be similar.
With the Box Car program, all of the thermistor channels were launched to record
the temperature every five minutes over an eight hour period. It was expected that
readings for all the thermistors should follow the same pattern as they sit in the same
controlled environment. The graph from Box Car showed that all the thermistors
followed the same pattern as the temperature dropped in the room from 75°F to 67°F.
This was proof that none of the thermistors were malfunctioning and the calibration was
successful. The next step was to install the water wall along with the HOBOs and their
thermistors into the test pods.
Each thermistor was set up to touch and record the temperature of different
surfaces between the two pods. All the thermistors were attached to their surfaces with a
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rigid insulation cover and duct tape. Data was gathered for a total of fifteen different
surfaces between the two pods. Comparisons between the interior ambient temperatures
and the floor, ceiling, and wall surfaces were important to the differences in performance
of the DG strategy VS the performance of the WW strategy. Other thermistors were
connected to the different surfaces of the collection devices which included the exterior
of the glass on the water wall’s solar collector, the exterior side of the tank, the interior
side of the tank and the water inside the tank. The DG pod had thermistors recording the
interior and exterior of the glass, the attic space, and a globe ambient temperature, aside
from the envelope surfaces.
The HOBOs were set to record the temperature every five minutes on a full week
cycle at a time. In between each cycle data was gathered and adjustments were made to
either the pod or the collection device to see if changes could spark better performance.
The water wall was initially “loosely” installed for the first two weeks. This means the
water wall and the pod were not weatherized yet. The temperature was recorded without
filling the cracks with spray foam insulation and caulking the solar collector. This was
completed at the beginning of the third week of data collection, labeling the third week
and fourth week the Weatherization period. At the end of the fourth week a thermal
break was installed to the edge condition of the foundation to both the pods. A more
detailed analysis of the differences in performance is provided in the Data and Analysis
chapter.
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Figure 29. HOBO Calibration and Test Pod Data Collection (See Appendix F)
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CHAPTER 6 - THE DATA AND ANALYSIS

Tuning the Test Pods for Optimal Performance
Once the passive solar test pods were renovated, the water wall device was
installed, and the HOBO thermistors were calibrated and set for data collection. The
preliminary data collection period was used to tune the test pods. In order to achieve
optimal performance, weatherization and additional insulation were added.

Figure 30. Weatherization of the Test Pods and Water Wall Device
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During the first week between the dates 1/22/13 – 1/29/13, data was recorded to
analyze the performance of the pods. At the end of this period, weatherization to the
pods and the water wall installation location was completed. Weatherization was
achieved by applying spray foam insulation to the opening inlet for the thermistor wires
and the small border space between the water wall device and the wall assembly of the
test pod. Further weatherization to the water wall was completed with silicone caulking
applied to all the metal connection borders of the solar collector. This sealed the air
space for maximum heat retention within the air cavity of the solar collector.
During the week between the dates of 2/5/13 – 2/12/13, further honing of the test
pods was conducted by installing insulation surrounding the perimeter of the concrete
slab in connection with the gound. The purpose of this pod adjustment was to minimize
the common problem of thermal loss from the connection between the wall assembly and
the slab on grade. A 12 inch deep trench was dug outside the perimeter of the slab on
both test pods. Three half inch rigid insulation panels were sandwitched together
equaling an R-value of 9 were installed into the trench and pressed against the slab border
with dirt fill. The R-value 9 insulation border covered the concrete slab and extended
into the ground to a depth of 10 inches below grade. Dirt fill was also piled on top of the
insulation and bermed up against the bottom of the walls of both test pods. With this
modification to both of the test pods, it is assumed that the connection between the wall
assembly and slab will no longer be a weak point for thermal loss.
A comparison may be seen in Appendix L between temperatures recorded before
the ground insulation installation and after the insulation installation. The most noticable
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evidence can be seen with the floor temperatures of the DG Pod. After the insulation was
installed, the floor temperature spikes much higher becasuse there is much less heat loss
during daytime hours. This allows the thermal mass to retain radiation for a longer
period of time. This results in less heat loss and more efficient operation of the test pod.
It can be assumed that the same condition is happening in the WW Pod since their
assemblies are identical.

Figure 31. Insulating Test Pod Concrete Slabs
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Temperature Graphs - Physical Data vs. Simulated Data
The overall purpose of the experiment is to create a data simulation model that
replicates the actual physical data that is collected from both the DG Pod and the WW
Pod. The physical data downloaded with the program Box Car Pro 4.3 from the HOBOs
was transferred to Excel spreadsheets for analyzing. Weather data was recorded from
multiple sources. The first source is Bob Boehm’s UNLV Weather Data Center which is
archived by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory NREL. The second source is a
weather data collection center located at Las Vegas’s McCarran Airport which is
archived by the National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration NOAA run by the US
Department of Commerce. The weather data collected from both of these sources were
coordinated on the same timeline as the data downloaded from both test pods. Both of
these sources were considered credible due to their close proximity to the test pods.
By coordinating the weather data with the physical data downloaded from both
test pods, it was possible to calculate the thermal transfer rates through all the different
materials that make up the test pods. This was completed by measuring all the materials
volumes and dedicating an R-value to each material within the pod’s walls and roof. The
R-value is the reciprocal of a materials conductance or its ability to retard the flow of
heat. (Mazria, The Passive Solar Energy Book - Expanded Professional Edition, 1979)
By separating the north, south, east, and west walls, and the roof, each was given an
overall U-value. The U-value is the overall coefficient of heat transfer which is obtained
by taking the inverse of all the R-values of the materials added together within the
assembly of each wall. The U-value of each wall multiplied by its area is the number
used in the equation to simulate the interior temperature of each pod.
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Since both pods have identical design and construction materials, it can be
assumed that they would operate and perform the exact same with the exception of the
solar collection strategies. This means that the differences between their performances
should show the difference between the operations of the Direct Gain Strategy and the
Water Wall Strategy. The U-value of the south walls took exception to the 4 sq. ft. space
where the solar heat gain strategies were applied. This is where the DG Pod had a
window installed and the WW Pod had its water wall installed. The biggest difference
between the DG and the WW simulation equations will be the calculation of heat transfer
through the window and thermal mass of the floor of the DG Pod, and the heat transfer
and thermal mass of the water wall and the floor of the WW Pod. It is assumed that the
DG Pod will heat up and loose its heat quicker than the WW Pod. It is also assumed that
the DG Pod will heat to higher highs and lower lows than the WW Pod. The WW Pod
should have less temperature swings than the DG Pod resulting in less necessity for
mechanical assistance to achieve desired temperatures if the strategy was implemented to
a living space. By comparing the heat graphs of the two test pods, it can be seen that the
above assumptions appear to be true.
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Table 22. Direct Gain Pod Example Heat Graph

Table 23. Water Wall Pod Example Heat Graph
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The temperatures shown in the above tables show the actual temperatures
recorded in both pods along with the outside air temperature during the end of the 3rd
week in March 2013. If focus is given to a comparison between the ambient
temperatures both test pods (thicker solid red DG line and green WW line), the above
assumptions are verified. The DG Pod reached a high temperature of 84°F around 3pm
and a low temperature of 58°F around 7am. At the same time, the WW Pod reached a
high temperature of 77°F and a low temperature of 65°F. If comfortable temperatures
were considered to be between 65°F and 75°F, the DG Pod became too uncomfortable by
9°F in the high direction and 7°F in the low direction, while the WW Pod became too
uncomfortable by 2°F in the high direction and stayed within the comfortable range in the
low direction. If these two test pods were livable spaces, the DG Pod would likely
activate mechanical heating and cooling systems while the WW Pod would probably not
activate any mechanical systems. This results in obvious energy savings with the water
wall strategy.
How much energy can be saved by implementing the water wall strategy? To
answer this question, further investigation must be made toward the operations and
performance of the test pods and the implementation of the two different strategies. Once
the behavior of heat transfer resulting from environmental conditions is if fully
understood, the simulation model can be created and verified with the recorded physical
temperatures. Once it is verified over a reasonable period of time, it can be used to
predict the performance of both strategies in other climates. The predicted performance
in other climatic regions would show the different potential for the strategies for the areas
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studied. This information could lead to knowledge of cost benefits of the water wall
strategy in different climate locations.
Test Pod R-values & U-values
In order to understand and predict the overall thermal transfer into the interior
space of both test pods, quantities of materials for each wall, roof and floor must be
broken down. Heat will move through different materials at different rates depending on
each material’s R-value. Since both test pods have identical designs, calculations for
both will be the same with the exception of the two different strategies implemented to
the south walls.
A dimensional breakdown of the pod’s materials and a quantification of R-values
is shown in the following sectional diagrams of the pod construction. In each diagram
two letters are shown which represent the thermal transfer through that section of the
wall. One of the letters represents thermal transfer through the wall assembly in that
section containing insulation and the other letter represents the same thermal transfer
process through the same wall assembly but with the wood stud. Since heat will move
through the wall assembly at different rates depending on the R-values of the materials of
each specific section, a calculation is made for the every variation of wall assembly in the
test pod. This calculation adds all the R-values and multiplies them by the percent of
area for that specific assembly. Since the diagrams show two different assemblies for
each thermal transfer image, by adding them together, the product will represent the
overall R-value for that section of the test pod. The inverse of this number represents the
U-value for each section measured.
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The diagram below shows the path of heat moving through the walls of the main
space of the test pod where the interior air temperature is measured. Letter (I) represents
the heat flowing through the wall assembly containing the stud. Letter (J) represents the
heat flowing through the wall assembly containing the insulation. All of the materials,
their thicknesses, and R-values of the wall assemblies are provided along with the total
R-value and U-value for the section shown in the diagram where the red arrow is passing
through the wall. Diagrams for all of the wall assembly sections where the R-value and
U-value were calculated are provided in the appendix.

Table 24. Heat Path for Test Pod Wall Assembly (See Appendix H)
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Equation Nomenclature

Table 25. Simulation Model Nomenclature (See Appendix I)
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Table 26. Simulation Model Nomenclature Continuation (See Appendix I)
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Test Pod Thermal Networks
The following thermal network diagrams give a visualization and simplifies the
description of heat flow into and out of the test pods. Two different networks are shown,
one for each of the different strategies.

Table 27. Direct Gain Test Pod Thermal Network (See Appendix J)

The DG Pod thermal network shows the outside temperature starting at node 1
(𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑛1) ). Heat enters the pod through the roof and wall assemblies, and also through
the double pane south facing window pane. The interior air temperature at node 2
(𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) ) is recorded after heat travels through the interior air space to the globe
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thermistor hanging in the middle of the space. Node 2 (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) ) is also affected by
the concrete thermal mass located on the floor of the same space. Node 4
(𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4) ) acts as the temperature of the thermal storage while nodes 3
(𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛3) ) and 5 (𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝑛5) ) are the temperatures of the outside ends of that
thermal storage. Since node 5 (𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝑛5) ) is touching the ground, heat travels through
it and back to the outside air which closes the thermal loop.

Table 28. Water Wall Pod Thermal Network (See Appendix J)

The WW Pod thermal network shows the outside temperature starting at node 1
(𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑛1) ). Heat enters the pod through the roof and wall assemblies, and also through
the thermal mass of the water wall. Node 4 (𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4) ) acts as the temperature of
the thermal storage of the water while nodes 3 (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛3) ) and node 5
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(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛5) ) are the temperatures of the outside ends of that thermal storage. The
interior air temperature at node 2 (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) ) is recorded after heat travels through the
interior air space to the globe thermistor hanging in the middle of the space. Node 2
(𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) ) is also affected by the concrete thermal mass located on the floor of the
same space. Node 7 (𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛7) ) acts as the temperature of the concrete thermal
storage while nodes 6 (𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛6) ) and 8 (𝑇𝑔𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝑛8) ) are the temperatures of the
outside ends of that thermal storage. Since nodes 5 (𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛5) ) and 8
(𝑇𝑔𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝑛8) ) are touching the outside air and ground, heat travels through them and back
to the outside air which closes the thermal loop.
These thermal networking diagrams are the basis for understanding how the
thermal simulation model works. Each of the nodes are points of temperature that are
achieved through calculations using outside temperatures, ground temperatures and solar
irradiance on an hourly basis throughout the day.
Simulation Model Calculation
The goal of the simulation model is to predict how both the DG Pod and the WW
Pod would perform under any climatic condition. By simulating their behaviors, it will
be assumed that the model works when it simulates interior temperatures that are
reasonably close to the physical temperatures recorded in the pods over a reasonable
period of time. “Reasonably close” temperatures should mean the temperatures graphed
over an extended period of time should generally follow the same path and the high and
low swings should not be more than one or two degrees away from each other. In this
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case, predicting these temperatures will not be a perfect science, but the math behind the
simulation model should get the predictions pretty close.
Since the goal is to simulate the interior temperature of the WW Pod, the
explanation to achieve that goal will start with the simulated interior temperature and
work backwards by defining all the variables that achieved that temperature. This will be
traced all the way back to the outdoor temperature. Referring to the water wall thermal
diagram, the explanation will begin with the final equation that simulates node 2
(𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) ), the interior temperature.

𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) = ((𝑈𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙 × 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) + (𝑈𝐴𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 × 𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 ) + (𝑈𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓 × 𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓) )
+ (𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 × 𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆) ) + (𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 × 𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑒𝑥𝑡) )
+ (𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝐸 × 𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝐸) ) + (𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑊 × 𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑊) )
+ (𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑁 × 𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑁) ) + (𝑈𝑛=2_𝑆 × 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛3) ))
/(𝑈𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙 + 𝑈𝐴𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 + 𝑈𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓 + 𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 + 𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝐸
+ 𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑊 + 𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑁 + 𝑈𝑛=2_𝑆 )

This equation simulates the WW Pod’s final product, so further inquiry will be
made into how the variables in this equation have been achieved. Explanation of all the
𝑈𝐴 values are made previously in the Test Pod R-value section. For example, 𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑊
is achieved by calculating the thickness of each material contained in the west wall
assembly. Depending on each material’s thickness, an R-value is assigned. Tables for
these R-values may be found in Appendix E of MEEB (Grondzik, Kwok, Stein, &
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Reynolds, 2010). There are several different wall assemblies facing west, so for purposes
of explaining this equation, one section of the wall assembly will be explained.
Using the west wall of the main interior space of the WW Pod as the example,
two different wall assemblies need to be added together to give the overall R-value of the
wall section. One assembly includes the wood stud in the wall and other includes the
insulation in the wall. Since heat will transfer through these assemblies at different rates,
they must be separated in order to achieve the overall R-value and then the walls U-value.
The “wood stud” assembly includes adding the R-values for the following
materials: inside air film (R .61) + ½” drywall (R .45) + ½” rigid insulation (R 1.5) +
3½”southern pine softwood (R 3.2) + ½” rigid insulation (R 1.5) + 1” stucco (R .15) +
outside air film (R .17) = total R-value of 7.58. The “insulation” assembly includes
adding the R-values for the following materials: inside air film (R .61) + ½” drywall (R
.45) + ½” rigid insulation (R 1.5) + 3½” batt insulation (R 13) + ½” rigid insulation (R
1.5) + 1” stucco (R .15) + outside air film (R .17) = total R-value of 17.38.
A measurement of how much each of the assemblies cover the west wall section
gives the percent of R-value for each assembly. In this case, the “wood stud” assembly
covers 16.7% of the total sectional area while the “insulation” assembly covers 83.3% of
the section. To achieve the total R-value for this section of the west wall, each of the two
assemblies R-values must be multiplied by the percent of coverage. This section of the
west wall has an R-value of 15.7467. This is shown from the product of this equation…

𝑊𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐼 & 𝐽 = (7.58 × 16.7%) + (17.38 × 83.3%) = 15.7467
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For this section of the WW Pod, the north and east walls are the same as the west
wall, so the total R-value would be the same. The south wall contains the water wall, so
the measurements of wall surface coverage of materials changes. Because of this, this
section of the south wall would have to be measured and calculated separately, but the
process would be the same. This process was completed for all the different sections that
contained different wall assemblies. A table of these calculations may be seen in
Appendix H.
The U-value is the overall heat transfer coefficient. This describes how well a
wall assembly conducts heat in watts per meter². It is achieved by using the inverse of
the R-value.
𝑈 = 1/𝑅

The U-value multiplied by the area of the wall assembly measures the 𝑈𝐴. This is
the value that is used in the WW Pod internal air (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) ) equation for each of the
walls and roof. Since the floor and water wall contain the thermal mass, these elements
are calculated differently. The rate of thermal transfer through the concrete slab floor is
calculated by multiplying the perimeter of the floor (𝑃𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 ) by the 𝐹2 coefficient of the
floor assembly (slab on grade floor). Since the concrete floor is in contact with the
ground and the earth is more conductive than air, the measure of heat flow is strongly
related to the perimeter length of the slab. There are fewer R-value combinations for
insulating a slab-on-grade floor than constructing a wall assembly, so 𝐹2 units are used to
determine the heat flow instead of using a U-value. The test pods had insulation with an
R-value of 9 installed around the perimeter of the slab. It extended approximately 12
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inches below grade with dirt piled over the top of the insulation and sloped up against the
side of both test pods. The 𝐹2 coefficient that most closely resembles the floor and
insulation assembly in the test pods is found in MEEB’s Table E.12. A slab with a
vertical perimeter R-10 insulation that reaches a depth of 24 inches has a 𝐹2 coefficient of
0.93 𝑊/𝑚𝐾. The estimated 𝐹2 coefficient used for the test pods was 0.95 𝑊/𝑚𝐾. The
rate of thermal transfer through the slab is calculated with the following formula:

𝑈𝐴𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 = 𝑃𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 × 𝐹2 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 𝑜𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒

The calculation for the rate of thermal transfer through the water wall is similar to
a regular wall assembly. The inverse of the sum of R-values multiplied by the area of the
solar collector. The R-values that are included in this calculation are the solar window (R
.156), the solar air space (R .22), the water tank (R .232), and the interior air film (R .12).
The inverse of the addition of these R-values multiplied by the solar collector’s area (.37
m²) equals the 𝑈𝐴 for the water wall.

𝐸𝑥𝑡 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 + 𝑅𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 +
)) × 𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 + 𝑅𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚

𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 = (1/ (𝑅

The exterior film coefficient (𝐸𝑥𝑡 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓) was found in Table E.3 of
Appendix E of MEEB (Grondzik, Kwok, Stein, & Reynolds, 2010). For a reflective
vertical surface where the direction of heat is horizontal, the 𝐸𝑥𝑡 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 uses the
outside surface film conductance(ℎ𝑜 ), surface film resistance (𝑅) and wind velocity (𝑊)
for following equation:
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𝐸𝑥𝑡 𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓 = 1/ (ℎ𝑜_𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑚 + (𝑅 × 𝑊))

The last 𝑈𝐴 calculation that is different than the rest is the air infiltration into the
test pod. Infiltration must be added because it must be assumed that the construction of
the test pod is not 100% perfect. Likely, air leaks are present and if not there is a vent
built into the test pod to simulate natural air leaks that are typically present in common
construction. The 𝑈𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙 calculation multiplies air density(𝑈𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙 ), specific heat of
air(𝐶𝑝 ), and mass flow rate(𝑚) for the following equation:

𝑈𝐴𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑙 = 𝜌 × 𝐶𝑝 × 𝑚

With explanations for all the 𝑈𝐴’𝑠 covered with in the WW Pod interior air
(𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) ) complete, explanations for the surface temperatures which 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 was
recorded from the UNLV Bob Boehm weather station and 𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 was recorded from a
HOBO with a thermistor placed in the ground approximately 1ft. deep next to the test
pods.
Unfortunately, the record keeping for the ground temperatures did not start until
3/19/13. From 1/29/13 to 3/19/13 ground temperatures were predicted by running a
regression of ground temperatures and WW Pod floor temperatures between the dates of
3/19/13 – 9/17/13. This regression produced a 𝑅 2 value of .9376. 𝑅 2 Is also called the
coefficient of determination. This coefficient indicates how well data points plotted
within an 𝑥 and 𝑦 axis form to a straight line. For this regression, the data points were
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plotted so WW Pod floor temperatures 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 represented the 𝑥 axis and ground
temperatures 𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 represented the 𝑦 axis. The closer 𝑅 2 gets to 1 means the closer
relationship the two variables have to each other. The predictive equation generated from
the slope of a regression that produces a 𝑅 2 of .9376 means, statistically, the prediction
should be close to 94% accurate. The other three regressions that were calculated, used
the relationship of the ground with the outdoor air, and two different averaging
combinations of the floor temperature with the outdoor air. These results produced 𝑅 2
values of .7031, .7029, and .4157 and can be seen in more detail in Appendix K.
Predictive equations were not used from these regressions because of the lower 𝑅 2 values.
With the WW Pod 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 and 𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 regression producing 𝑅 2 value of .9376,
this was the regression that was used to predict the missing ground temperatures from
earlier during the winter. The WW Pod floor temperatures 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 were the x-value to
make the prediction while both the regression’s slope and y-intercept were also used to
make the following predictive equation:

𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = 𝑌𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 + 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 × 𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟

The following table gives a visual of how the regression works. This can be
viewed in more detail in Appendix K. With the all of the ground temperatures predicted
there are no missing sections of temperatures with the exception of the moments when
the HOBOs were being used to download information. One or two temperature points
may have been missed during these times. These sections are minimal and have been
filled in with estimated values. The reason for the few missing temperatures filled in
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with averages is so the simulation can run without flaws in those sections. The
estimations were inserted manually by averaging the temperature a step ahead and the
temperature a step behind.

Table 29. Regression & Predictive Ground Temperature Equation (See Appendix K)

Throughout the majority of the 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) equation each 𝑈𝐴 is multiplied by its
corresponding temperature. This temperature is the solar-air temperature. By definition,
the solar-air temperature is the apparent outdoor air temperature that would produce the
same heat flow experienced under the combined effects of temperature difference (based
upon actual outdoor air temperature) and radiation. It lumps the heat flow caused by
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radiation absorbed and retained by a surface with the heat flow caused by the air-to-air
temperature difference. It produces the delta-t value that is used for the
𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) equation. (Grondzik, Kwok, Stein, & Reynolds, 2010) This creates a
breakdown of how much thermal transfer each wall, roof, and floor assembly contributes
the interior temperature. For example, the solar-air temperature of the west wall
(𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑊) ) is transferred through the west wall assembly at the rate of the U-value of
the west wall multiplied by its area (𝑈𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑊 ). Since determining how the each
assembly’s 𝑈𝐴 is achieved, the solar-air temperature for the same assemblies must be
determined.
Using the west wall as the example, the solar-air temperature of the west wall
(𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑊) ) is determined by adding, node 1, the outside temperature (𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) to the
product of the west wall’s absorbance (𝛼) multiplied by the west wall’s total vertical
solar radiation incident on the surface (𝐼) all divided by the coefficient of heat transfer by
long-wave radiation and convection at the surface (ℎ𝑜 ), usually assumed to be 17W/m²K.
(Grondzik, Kwok, Stein, & Reynolds, 2010) The solar radiation surface absorbance used
for a white stucco was 60%. Absorbance for light colored surfaces are usually assumed
to be 45% and dark colored surfaces 90%. The middle of this range was used for the
reason that it was stucco, which is typically more absorbent to solar radiation.
(Grondzik, Kwok, Stein, & Reynolds, 2010) The following equation illustrates the
determination of the solar-air temperature of the west wall:

𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑊) = 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 + ((𝛼 × 𝐼)/ℎ𝑜 )
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This equation was used to find the solar-air temperature for all the vertical stucco
surfaces. These surfaces included the north, south, east, and west walls. The solar-air
temperature of the roof was calculated with a variation of this equation. It used the solarair equation minus the product of the emittance multiplied by coefficient 63 all divided
by the coefficient of heat transfer (ℎ𝑜 ) of 17W/m²K. The emittance (𝜀 ) is the ratio of the
radiation emitted by a given material to that emitted by a blackbody at the same
temperature. (Grondzik, Kwok, Stein, & Reynolds, 2010) The roofs of both test pods
were covered with a flat black rubberized material. The purpose of this was for
weatherization; however it caused a high emissivity (𝜀 ) speculated at 82% along with a
high absorbance speculated at 83%. The purpose for subtracting the emitted radiation is
because some heat is bouncing off the surface and back into the atmosphere. The test
pod is not absorbing all of it, but getting rid of some of it, therefore it would be subtracted
from the solar-air temperature of the roof. The following equation represents the
determination of the solar-air temperature for the roof (𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓) ):

𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑓) = 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 + ((𝛼 × 𝐼)/ℎ𝑜 ) − ((𝜀 × 63)/ℎ𝑜 )

The last element of the 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) equation is the product of the air film thermal
resistance between the water tank and interior air (ℎ𝑐 ) multiplied by the surface area of
the water tank (𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 ). The following equation represents this function:

𝑈𝑛=2_𝑆 = ℎ𝑐 × 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆
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The air film resistance of the interior of the water wall (𝑈𝑛=2_𝑆 ) is multiplied by
the interior surface temperature of node 3 (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛3) ). This will be the last of the
resistances to the interior temperature contributions as it is added to all the 𝑈𝐴𝑠
multiplied by their solar-air temperatures previously explained. All of this will be
divided by the sum of all the 𝑈𝐴𝑠 which will finalize the result for node 2 (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) ).
The calculation of node 3 (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛3) ) must be understood for completion
of node 2. Predicting the interior water tank surface temperature, node 3
(𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛3) ), requires the previous step (or hour) temperature of node 2
(𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 ) to be multiplied by the air film resistance of the water wall surface
(𝑈𝑛=2_𝑆 ). This will be added to the product of the resistance of the water in the tank
(𝑈𝑛=4_𝑆 ) multiplied by node 4 (𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4) ) which is the temperature of the water.
The sum of these two products are divided by the sum of the resistances of the surface air
film (𝑈𝑛=2_𝑆 ) and the water (𝑈𝑛=4_𝑆 ). The following equation represents the function to
achieve the temperature for node 3:

(𝑈𝑛=2𝑆 × 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 ) +
𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛3) = (
) /(𝑈𝑛=2_𝑆 + 𝑈𝑛=4_𝑆 )
(𝑈𝑛=4_𝑆 × 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4) )

The previous equation requires understanding for the prediction of both the
resistance of the water in the tank (𝑈𝑛=4_𝑆 ) and the temperature of the water or node 4
(𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4) ). To achieve the resistance of the water in the tank, the inverse must be
taken of the thickness of the water tank (𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 ) divided in half. This is divided by
the product of the thermal conductivity of the water thermal mass (𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 )
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multiplied by the surface area of the water tank (𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 ). The following equation
achieves the resistance of the water in the tank:

𝑈𝑛=4𝑆 =

1
(𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 /2)/(𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 × 𝐴𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 )

The prediction of node 4 (𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4) ), which is the temperature of the water,
requires the resistance of the water (𝑈𝑛=4_𝑆 ) multiplied by the previous step of node 3
𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛3)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 minus the previous step of node 4 (𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 ). This will be
added to the resistance of the water multiplied by the previous step of node 5
(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛5)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 ) minus the previous step of node 4
(𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 ). The sum of these two products will be divided by the
capacity of water (𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐴𝐶) and added to the previous step of node 4
(𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 ). The following is the equation to predict the temperature of
the water in the tank or node 4 (𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4) ).

𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4) = 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 +
(

(

(𝑈𝑛=4_𝑆 × 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛3)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 −𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 )+
(𝑈𝑛=4_𝑆 × 𝑇ext_tank_surf(𝑛5)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 − 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4)_𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 )
𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐴𝐶

)

)

Predicting node 4 requires the use of a prediction of node 5 and also the
calculation of the nominal thermal mass heat storage (𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐴𝐶). The heat storage of the
water in the tank is calculated here, however, for simplification purposes the heat storage
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for the concrete slab is added to this calculation because it contributes to the interior
temperature of the test pod in the same way as the water wall. In this regard, nodes 6, 7,
and 8 from the thermal networking diagram can be calculated with the same procedure as
the thermal massing of the water wall. The nominal thermal mass heat storage (𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐴𝐶)
is calculated by multiplying the density of the thermal mass (𝜌𝑐_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 ) by its
specific heat (𝐶𝑝_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 ) by its volume (𝑉_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 ) and divided by 3600. This is
done for the water thermal mass and the concrete thermal mass so they can be added
together. The sum of these two heat storage numbers is the total nominal thermal mass
heat storage for the test pod. The following is the equation that represents this function:

(𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐴𝐶) = (

(𝜌𝑐_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 × 𝐶𝑝_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 × 𝑉_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑆 )
)
3600
(𝜌𝑐_𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 × 𝐶𝑝_𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 × 𝑉_𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 )
+(
)
3600

Node 5 (𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛5) ) is the exterior water wall surface temperature.
Predicting this temperature requires the value of transmitted radiation of 6mm thick
glazing to be multiplied by the solar-air temperature of the exterior of the glazing on the
solar collector (𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟_𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠) ). The product of these to variables should be divided by
the coefficient of heat transfer (ℎ𝑜 ) which is 17W/m²K and all added to the outdoor
temperature (𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 ). The following equation explains the function of predicting the
outside surface temperature of the water wall:
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𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛5) = 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 + (

(𝐼𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡ℎ × 𝑇𝑆𝐴(𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟_𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠) )
)
ℎ𝑜

Physical Data Results
The objective of the simulation model is to achieve a similar interior temperature
pattern to the physical data recorded in the test pods over an extended period of time.
Temperature data was collected from both test pods for over eight months between the
beginning of February to mid-September 2013. The test pods experienced typical
seasonal weather during the duration of data collection. These seasons included winter,
fall, and summer. During winter and fall, data readings were taken every 5 minutes while
data in the summer was taken every hour. All of the 5 minute data was averaged to
match the hour data for the ending simulation model. Due to the quantity of data
downloaded, as much simplification as possible seemed to be the best solution to keep
organization to the constantly changing simulation model.
Since the water wall is a passive heating device and the purpose of the experiment
is to provide a comparative analysis between the two different passive heating strategies,
more focus was given toward dates that provided optimal climatic conditions for the best
performance. The following graph compares indoor and outdoor temperatures with solar
radiation between 1/29/13 – 6/30/13. The purpose for placing the water wall on a south
facing wall is so the amount of solar radiation hitting that wall during the winter is at a
maximum. Cloudy days are expected where the radiation appears to be hitting low
points. These days would not be optimal for good water wall performance. The blue
area covering the three graphs are showing the days where it is assumed that the passive
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heating strategies might perform the best. These days have the coldest night temperatures
along with plenty of south wall facing irradiation during the days. The radiation striking
the south facing walls diminishes throughout the timeline of the graph because as it
moves further into fall, the solar angle is higher in the sky. The higher sun angle will
create more radiation reflectance on the solar collector. This will reduce the ability of the
water wall to collect radiation, because there will be less absorbed radiation; however,
during this time the temperatures are going up so there will be less of a need for heat to
reach levels of comfortable temperatures.

Table 30. Outside Temperatures vs. Solar Radiation (See Appendix L)
(US Department of Energy, 2013)
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The more promising climatic conditions behind the blue area in the graphs show
the areas that will be of focus. By zooming in to the temperatures downloaded from the
test pods in these areas of the timeline, more steady or uniform day to day temperature
readings can be expected from the test pods. A weekly graphical analysis was completed
for the month of February since this seemed to be the area that best suited the time line.
This graphical analysis compared the outside temperature to the temperatures of
the interior the thermal massing of both the DG Pod and the WW Pod. The DG Pod will
present the temperature of the floor or concrete slab for its thermal massing while the
WW Pod will show the temperature of the floor and the water in the water wall for its
thermal massing. By showing the flow of these temperatures along with the interior
temperatures on the same graph, it can be seen how these strategies work and compare to
each other. Graphically, the temperatures flow in a way to see how the thermal massing
is charged during the day by the solar radiation. In turn the same thermal massing helps
to moderate temperatures at night. The strategy does not work as well on the cloudy
days. The difference between the two strategies becomes obvious with much quicker
heat gain and loss with the direct gain strategy and a slower heat gain and loss with the
water wall strategy.
In the heat graph below, the red lines represent the DG Pod. The blue lines
represent the WW Pod. The green line represents the outdoor temperature. The dotted
and dashed lines represent the thermal mass temperature. The solid lines represent
ambient temperatures. These lines also relate to the thermal networking diagrams. The
solid green line is the outdoor temperature, also node 1 (𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡(𝑛1) ). Solid red and blue
lines are the interior temperatures on both diagrams, also node 2 (𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡_𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) ). The blue
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dashed line is the thermal mass of the water in the tank on the water wall diagram, also
node 4 (𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑛4) ). The blue and red dotted lines are the temperatures of the
concrete slabs of the WW Pod and the DG Pod, also node 6 (𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛6) ) and node 3
(𝑇𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛3) ) respectively.

Table 31. Test Pod Physical Data with Outdoor Temperature (See Appendix L)

The white vertical spaces in between the shaded spaces represent daytime hours.
As the sun comes up, all the temperatures in the graph go up, however the rates at which
they increase are different. As the solar radiation penetrates the window of the DG Pod
direct sunlight hits the concrete thermal mass. With the outdoor temperature increasing
and the absorption of radiation to the pod using the direct gain strategy, the concrete is
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charged with energy. This energy is stored in the thermal mass of the concrete and is
released at a slower rate to help keep the low interior temperature from going any lower.
The decreasing temperature of the DG Pod after about 4pm falls at a pretty substantial
rate relative to the other temperatures. Why is its rate of decrease so much more than the
others? A large amount of heat loss happens through the double paned glass window. If
it were not for the concrete on the floor replacing some of the heat loss happening
through the glass, the DG Pod would be even colder than it already is at night.
Since the WW Pod does not have a glass window, it does not experience these
types of heat losses. Instead, the strategy implements an energy storage system that
replaces the heat loss characteristics of the glass and acts like a radiant heater. The
sacrifice for this strategy is the loss of daylighting; however, it will increase privacy. The
outside of the solar collector was coated with a selective solar coating paint. This is a
special paint that has a high absorption rating at .92 to .97 and a low emissivity rating at
.28 to .49. This creates a surface on the solar collector that retains more heat than usual
into the metal surface. In turn, this helps the water in the tank to store more radiation
than it normally would without the selective surface. This can be observed by comparing
the rates of increasing temperatures between the water of the WW Pod and the concrete
of the DG Pod. The water increases at a faster rate, therefore, it reaches a much higher
temperature than the concrete. The selective surface on the exterior of the water tank also
helps to retain the heat with its low emissivity rating.
The concrete in the WW Pod does not have nearly the same amount of fluctuation
as the concrete in the DG Pod. The reason for this is the lack of direct gain radiation.
Even though it does not gain radiation directly, it does absorb some of the higher
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temperatures inside the pod during the day and releases them throughout the night time
hours.
When comparing the two strategies overall, the DG Pod experienced temperatures
that were higher highs and lower lows than the WW Pod. To achieve higher highs and
lower lows, the rates of increasing and decreasing temperatures are higher than the WW
Pod. This phenomena creates an environment that requires more mechanical assistance
to achieve comfortable interior temperatures. More mechanical assistance means a
higher use of non-renewable resources. Since the WW Pod has lower extreme
temperatures on both the high and low end, there will be less mechanical heating
requirements to achieve comfortable interior temperatures. This saves on the
consumption of non-renewable resources.
Results of the Simulation
Once the simulation model was complete, internal temperatures of both the test
pods were expected to run approximately the same as the physically recorded
temperatures; however, this was not the case. Adjustments had to be made to the
simulation so the internal temperatures would match. The two elements to the simulation
that had the most weight when changes were made were the ground temperature
(𝑇𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑(𝑛8) ) and the exterior surface of the water tank (𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛5) ). Since these
are the ends of the thermal network, adjustments to these elements of the equation had the
most impact.
Before any adjustments were made, the insulation applied to the ground slab was
calculated into the equation by changing the 𝐹 2 to reflect the installation on 2/20/13.
This changed the 𝐹 2 from .73 to .655. Infiltration was calculated in and was reduced by
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5% each month assuming there is less infiltration loss as the outdoor temperatures get
warmer.
For the length of the timeline, the simulation runs too cold. With the ground
temperature creating the most effective change, the adjustment to the simulator started
with adding degrees to the ground temperature. This adjustment was made on a daily
basis by adding between 3.3 and 5.1 degrees (C°) to each hour of the day. The added
temperature to the ground diminished slightly each month, but stayed within the above
range.
After the ground temperature adjustment, the simulator reflected less heat loss
through the floor of the test pod. The ground temperatures were raised across the board
and the simulated interior temperature closed the error gap when being compared to the
physical temperature. Closing the error gap further required a second adjustment to the
temperature of the surface of the solar collector (𝑇𝑠𝑎_𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛5) ).
The reason for the error in the simulation is unknown until further investigation is
conducted. Speculation leads to possible issues with the solar calculator that was used to
achieve the solar radiation values that were used in the simulator. The best solution to
this problem would be to rerun the entire experiment using an actual pyranometer set
outside the test pods. This solution would take the complication of using a solar radiation
calculator out of the experiment. The pyranometer would give accurate solar irradiance
values for all the surfaces that needed to be measured.
Another possible contributor to the error may be the selective surface that was
painted on the solar collector. It is possible that this surface was not applied correctly
and is not performing as well as the manufacturer claims it should. Since these are issues
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that would require a significant amount of investigation, the solution for the short term
was to adjust the solar-air temperature values of the exterior surface of the solar collector
in the simulation calculation.
So far, the solar collector does account for all the radiation losses due to increase
in reflectance as the seasons change and the solar angle becomes higher in the sky. The
following graph shows reflectance increasing as the solar angles increase. It also shows a
reduction of solar irradiation to a south facing vertical surface as the season changes.

Table 32. Angle of Incidence and Irradiation at Solar Noon
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The dips in irradiation reflect cloudy days while the steady decreasing high points
reflect the increasing solar angle. Reflectance will increase as the solar angle increases.
The reflectance of the glazing on the solar collector is not calculated here; however, that
is part of the next adjustment. The solar-air temperature of the surface of the tank
(𝑇𝑠𝑎_𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛5) ) was reduced by 6% each month to account for increasing
reflectance. With this adjustment, the simulated 𝑇𝑠𝑎_𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛5) still did not match
the measured 𝑇𝑠𝑎_𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛5) .
To further correct the temperature, the same type of adjustment was applied to the
solar-air temperature of the tank surface as was applied to the ground. Degrees (C°) were
added on a daily basis by adding between 8.7 and 9.0 degrees (C°) to each hour of the
day. The added temperature to the solar-air calculation of 𝑇𝑠𝑎_𝑒𝑥𝑡_𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘_𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝑛5) made the
difference that would reflect the simulated solar-air temperature of the tank surface to
match the measured temperature within reason. Both the ground temperature and the
solar collector surface temperature are reflected in this last adjustment. This adjustment
made the simulation reflect the measured internal temperature without unreasonable
errors. The following tables reflect these adjustments and close the loop to the simulation
model:
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Table 33. Adjustment Factors with Ground and Solar Collector Adjustments

Table 34. Feb. Adjustment to Ground and Solar Collector
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Table 35. Mar. Adjustment to Ground and Solar Collector

Table 36. Apr. Adjustment to Ground and Solar Collector
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Table 37. Feb. WW Internal Temp. Simulation vs. Physical

Table 38. Mar. WW Internal Temp. Simulation vs. Physical
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Table 39. Apr. WW Internal Temp. Simulation vs. Physical
Conclusion
In a comparison of the data between the direct gain strategy and the water wall
strategy, it was found that the water wall strategy passively operates in the range of
comfortable temperatures more often than the direct gain strategy. For this reason, the
water wall is considered to be a more superior strategy for energy savings. The one
major drawback to the water wall strategy is the lack of daylighting. During the
marketing study it was concluded that the most prevalent solar access with in the
suburban residential community in Las Vegas was on the second levels of people’s
homes where their bedrooms are likely located. Many of these bedrooms have windows
that are looking into their neighbor’s bedroom window. If water walls replaced these
windows, privacy would be created along with a passive heating system in the specific
location where people consume the most heat during the middle of the night; the
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bedroom. This would turn the lack of daylighting into an advantage rather than a
disadvantage.
Another opportunity for water walls is to replace the heat that is lost through any
window on a south facing wall. Many times these windows were observed to have a
lower sill that stood 2 ft. to 3 ft. off the floor. The space under the window could
potentially be a great location for water wall installation and act as passive replacement
heat for the heat losses happening through the window.
The simulation model that was created from this experiment can calculate the
effectiveness of designing with the implementation of indirect gain from a water wall
installed into the south wall of a residential home with good solar access. This would
lead to further exploration of performance in new climatic conditions. Increasing the
number of water walls designed into a strategy and calculating their cumulative
effectiveness would be the next step for furthering passive solar strategies.
At the end of the experiment, one last calculation was conducted to measure the
actual amount of energy savings that one square foot of solar collector space would
produce. This was completed by calculating the Daily Solar Gain with the following
equation:

𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝑊ℎ) = 𝑈𝐴 𝑥 (𝐴𝑣𝑒. 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑛2) − 𝐴𝑣𝑒. 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) 𝑥 24

The following graph represents the Daily Solar Gain of both the WW Pod and the
DG Pod during the length of the experiment:
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Table 40. WW Pod and DG Pod Daily Solar Gain

The above calculation of the Daily Solar Gain represents the average daily
amount of solar gain increasing with the strength of the sun and the ability of either the
window in the DG Pod or the water wall in the WW Pod to transmit radiation. By taking
that energy and dividing it by the test pod floor area and again by the corresponding
Heating Degree Days, the amount of energy transmitted per square foot of solar collector
on the water wall was calculated. The following equation represents this transmitted
energy and represents the actual performance of the water wall:
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦
1 𝑓𝑡 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑑
⁄
𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎⁄
𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒
2

𝐷𝑎𝑦 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 18 𝐶°
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The above performance equation calculates how well 1 ft² of solar collector space
will perform. This shows exactly how much energy savings is being produced by the
water wall. The objective is to compare that savings to the cost of the water wall
installation. Once that savings exceeds the cost, the water wall strategy will have paid for
itself. From that point on, it will be producing free energy.
Instead of calculating only 1 ft² of performance, the scale will be brought up to
the size of what would be needed for a 2000 ft² home. For that size of home, it would
take approximately 526.3 ft² of solar collector area to be comparable to the ratio that was
used for the WW Pod. For every 3.80 ft² of floor space in the test pod, 1 ft² of solar
collector space will be necessary. This amount of solar collector space would translate to
approximately 138.5 water wall devices if they were built like the prototype design. A
system of this size would produce an average annual energy savings of approximately
26,346.8 kWh or 89,988,009 Btu.
Achieving an accurate cost to mass-produce water wall devices would take further
investigation; however, for estimation of an approximate return on investment, an
estimated per unit cost of $150 is used with an installation price of $5000 per house. If
138.5 water wall devices were produced at $150 per unit and installed into a 2000 ft²
house for $5000, the total cost would be $25,775. By giving this present day price a 3%
interest rate, it would take approximately 9.5 years for the system to pay for itself through
its energy savings. Since the cost per unit is an estimation and would require further
investigation, several different per unit costs were run through the performance calculator
ranging from $150 - $250. The purpose for this is to have a target per unit cost prior to
investigating the manufacturing process. In actuality, these unit costs would be the same
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for all scenarios once the manufacturing investigation was complete. The following table
gives results of options and costs of other feasible scenarios:

Table 41. Feasible Return on Investment Scenarios

By observing the disadvantages of the direct gain strategy and the advantages of
the water wall strategy along with a comprehensive analysis of the currently built
residential community, many opportunities have been observed. Many of these
opportunities have been overlooked because of a combination of lack of awareness and
greed in the building industry. Both of these issues can be overcome by making our
policy makers aware of the opportunities to consume less non-renewable resources by
harnessing the sun path for passive solar strategy. If they saw the worth in these
strategies, they could use their power through policy making to enforce solar access to be
built into our master planned residential communities. If solar access was available,
architects and developers should be required to supply a minimum amount of thermal
massing and/or passive solar strategy to be implemented into their designs. If this was
the view of the future, the effects of global warming would not look so eminent and
achieving the 2030 Challenge could be with in grasp.
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APPENDIX A: MARKETING STUDY – 10 LAS VEGAS SUBURBAN
SOLAR ACCESS TEST CASES
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performers new roles and show blocking, enforcing show safety, cast
scheduling, routine maintenance, mediating co-worker discrepancies, and
acting as a liaison to upper management.
 As a Show Performer, duties include the following: Performing four
nightly shows with flexibility to cover six out of nine roles including the
lead role, Capitan Mac on the Bull Ship. Participating in cast photos and
meet-n-greets with audience members and other VIP guests.
 As a Show Lead Technician, duties include the following: managing a
crew of ten employees during dry-dock to repaint the hulls, masts,
yardarms, and crow’s nests, re-rig the shrouds, sail and stunt rigging, and
hang new sails. During show performance days, duties include the
following: handling props for performers, operating machinery for specific
show cues, operating a spotlight, and resetting pyrotechnics.



Scraper Driver and Ground Laborer / Borderland Construction Company /
Tucson, AZ Apr. 1997 – Aug. 1997, Apr. 1996 – Aug. 1996
 Drove a scraper (earth-mover) to pick up and drop off dirt on construction
sites. Worked with various machines and tools including the following:
front loader, water pull, backhoe, compactor, jackhammer, tamper, pick,
and shovel. Laid sewer, water and electrical pipe.

Awards:






Solar Decathlon 2nd place overall and 1st place in the “Market Appeal” category,
in association with UNLV’s team Las Vegas
 Designed and built three wooden teak furniture pieces for the Desert Sol
bathroom.
AIA Nevada Unbuilt Award for Qlab, in association with Assemblage Studio
 Contributions to architectural design, 3D modeling, physical modeling,
renderings, and material selection.
5th Year Studio Book Award, Professor Randall Stout
2nd Year Studio Best Student Final Design Project, Professor Drew Gregory
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Computer Proficiency:





CAD Simulation: Sketchup, Rhinoceros, Revit, AutoCAD, 3D Studio Max
Computer Graphics: Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Writer X,
Adobe Indesign, Adobe Premiere
Office Programs: MS Excel, MS Word, MS Power Point, MS Outlook
Statistical, Structural, and Sustainable Packages: Box Car Pro 4.3, Multi-Frame,
eQuest, Solmetric SunEye

Academic References


Alfredo Fernández-González
Associate Professor, School of Architecture,
Director of the Natural Energies Advanced Technologies Lab
University of Nevada Las Vegas
Office: 702-895-1141
Email: alfredo.fernandez@unlv.edu



Randall Stout
Owner, Randall Stout Architects
Graduate Coordinator, Associate Professor, School of Architecture,
University of Nevada Las Vegas
Office: 702-895-3031
Email: randall.stout@unlv.edu



Eric Strain
Owner, Assemblage Studio
University of Nevada Las Vegas
Office: 702-464-5126
Email: eric@assemblagestudio.com



Drew Gregory
Designer, Assemblage Studio
University of Nevada Las Vegas
Office: 702-464-5126
Email: drew@assemblagestudio.com
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